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Leavitt speaks to USU about elections
8ROOKCOX

Staff Writer
On Feb. 22, Gov. Mike Leavitt gave a
press conference for Utah State
University students.
Leavitt said he was ·wearing two

hats:

UrAH 's

G~v. leavi~ right, _spe~ks
to U~U students Tu~day in the Sunburst Loungeaboutthe importanceof voting in the Presidential
Pnmary Elect(onas his wife,Jackie,lookson. Leavittalsospokeof his supportfor presidentialcandidateGeorgeW. Bush.

Leavitt's first purpose was to make
students aware of the presidential primary elections on March 10. The second was to tell students that he is supporting Gov. George W. Bush's presidential campaign.
Utah, Wyoming and Colorado will
all be voting March 10, Leavitt said.
"This is a chance for people in the
West to have their voices heard,"
Leavitt's wife, Jackie, said.
In the past, Utah and other western
states haven't been given much attention during the presidential primary
races. Now, as western states band
together and have their primary election on the same day. they will be more
able to attract the attention of the candidates, said Roberta Herzberg, an associate professor of political science.
"Later we hope to have more western states join," Leavitt said.
By doing this. the issues and concerns of the West will be better
addressed, Leavitt said.
To be able to vote, students should
register at their local county c0urthouse, city hall or Utah Driver's License
division by March 3, Leavitt said. Three
ways students can get involved are •
first, vote themselves, second, make

informed voting decisions and third , get
involved with a campaign," Leavitt said.
Leavitt adorned his other hat
·rhave seen (Bush) achieve results in
the very difficult state of Texas,"he said.
Bush has taken on welfare and
reduced it by half. Leavitt said. He is an
economic example , a reformer and gets
results, Leavitt said.
Leavitt said he knows John McCain

too.

·r speak nothing but positive about
McCain," Leavitt said. "(But)I have seen
(Bush's)results."
McCain has served in the Senate for
18 years, and all but four senators support Bush, Leavitt said.
"Youcan draw your own conclusions,"he said.
There are strong possibilities that
the candidates will visit Utah, Leavitt
said.
Leavitt also addressed questions concerning higher education.
"Higher education's role and mission
will change," Leavitt said.
Three challenges or goals have been
given to higher education, Leavitt said.
They are:
• Decrease by 10 percent the
amount of time it takes students to
graduate.
• Increase the access of higher education.
• Double the number of computer
science and engineering graduates.
·we are very proud of Utah State,
and how they are meeting these goals,"
he said.

·USU names VP for UniversityAdvancement
UTAHSTATELiNMRSITY

MediaRelations
The dean of the College of
Science at Utah State University
has accepted an offer to become
the university's new vice president
for University Advancement.
James A. MacMahon, who has
been interim vice president in this
position since August 23, was
offered the job following an unsuccessful national search.
This offer is contingent upon
approval by the USU Board of
Trustees when they meet March 3.
If approved, MacMahon will begin

work immediately. He will also continue to oversee the dean's office
in the College of Science until an
acting dean is named.
After extensive interviews, no
one person emerged that fully satisfied the requirements for the job.
The search was then closed and
an offer was extended to
MacMahon by USU President
George H. Emert.
"It is not always true that the
grass is greener on the other side
of the hill," Emert said. "It took a
national search to realize that we
didn't need to look far to find the
right person for the job. In the

capacity as acting vice president,
Jim has performed in an excellent
manner. He has served USU well
for 28 years and is well acquainted
with USU students, alumni and
friends. I am pleased he i:; willing
to take on this important responsibility."
MacMahon was instrumental in
securing funding for the nearly
completed Widtsoe Chemistry
building and adjoining Science
Learning Center that begins construction in April.
Pie has been dean of the College
of Science since 1989 and professor
of biology at USU since 1974.

He received his doctorate in
biology in 1964 from the University
of Notre Dame.
He graduated cum laude with a
bachelor's degree in zoology in
1960 from Michigan State
University.
He is president of the
Environmental Science and
Researth foundation, and until
1996 was director of the Research
and Education Division of the
Associated Western Universities.
In 1999 MacMahon was awarded
the distinction of fellow by the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science, an honor

ASUSUencourages student

Organizations
funded at
cost of STAB

involvement in legislation
JESSICAWARREN

Staff Writer
The Associated Students of Utah
State University Executive Council
is encouraging students to get
involved with the state legislature
on issues such as salary equity and
money to renovate the engineering
building.
Getting involved can be as simple as writing an e-mail or letter,
according to a brochure put out by
the ASUSU Public Affairs Board.
Rep. Loraine Pace, R-Utah, said
sI-ie has received many letters and
e-mails.
She said this is an effective way
of making a point on a particular
issue.
Rep. Craig W. Buttars, R-Utah,
also said he feels this is a good way
for students to express their opinions .
"The myth that legislators don't
listen to the people they represent
is simply untrue in mo!>t cases,"
Buttars said. "Unless there is a conflict of interest, they do listen to
their constituent's views and try to
vote accordingly .
"Someone who reads the bills
and e-mails their opinion to their
representative makes a tremendous
difference in the process," he said.
Pace said she feels it is appropriate for students in higher education
to do some lobbying.
She encourages attendance at
the hearings and speaking up when
the Legislature is opened up to

public input.
"I'm hoping the students will tell
their story and make a difference,"
Pace said.
When it comes right down to it.
it's who made the best argument,
Pace said.
Buttars also said he suggests
attending the committee hearings.
"Many legislators are more
impressed by testimony from a regular citizen than from a lobbyist
representing an organization,"
Buttars said.
Pace suggests students also get
involved in the party caucuses as
this is a presidential election year.
She also suggests to get involved
with the Republican or Democrat
party meetings and activities.
Another way to get involved is
joining or organizing a grassroots
organization, Buttars said.
A group of people such as the
UEA (Utah Education Association)
can be more effective than each
person individually, Buttars said .
"Because they work together
instead of individually, they have a
much greater impact," Buttars said.
Rian Winzeler, ASUSU Public
Affairs Board Chairman, feels student involvement is effective.
"The legislature listens to the
students," she said. "They really
want to talk to students."
She has been talking with legislators, serving them ice cream and
taking students down to talk with

JumptolI.GlSlAllON.
Page3

extended to select members of the
society.
He was also president from
1997-98 of the Ecological Society of
America.
He received the Distinguished
Service Award from the Utah
Academy of Art, Science & Letters
in 1994 .
He was awarded the First
Annual Governor's Medal for
Excellence in Science & Technology
in 1987.
He won the Wynne Thorne
Research Award in 1988 and was
named USU College of Science
Professor the Year in 1980.

DOUG SM£ATH

Assistant FeaturesEditor

Aaaah ...

Shane Anderson, a USU student, receivesa massage
from Larry Baird.Bairdis a masseurfrom lnilependent
Kne.adsandgavefree massagesat the BodyAwareness
FairFriday.Se.erelatedstoryon Page3.

The Associated Students of Utah
State University Executive Council
voted at its meeting Tuesday to·
provide three organizations with all
the funding they requested - at
the expense of the Student
Activities Board (STAB).
In a vote of 10-6, the council
decided how to allocate its $16,000
budget increase to the four organizations after much debate.
ASUSU was recently granted a
$1.25 per-student fee increase, of
which 75 cents was allocated to the
building fund.
The remaining 50 cents per student, totaling $16,000, was to be
divided among Graphic Design, the
Val R. Christensen Service Center,
the ASUSU college senators and ·
STAB.
Each organization requested
funding based on proposed needs,
said ASUSU President Nate
Anderson. Graphic Design asked for
$2,400, the Service Center asked for
$2,000x and the senators wanted
$1,600.
Anderson said STAB asked for
$25,000.
The budget requests totaled
$31,000, almost double the amount
ASUSU had to give.
The council voted to give
Graphic Design, the Service Center

JumptoftJNDJNG.
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Chinese stand on Taiwan worries U.S.
WASHINGTON(AP)The Clinton administration
expressed concern Tuesday
over a warning by China
that it could use force if
Taiwan delays indefinitely
reunification talks with
Beijing.
U.S. diplomats relayed the
administration's concerns to
Chinese authorities in
Beijing and Washington just
a day after China issued the
threat in an 11,000-page
position paper.
At the White House, presidential spokesman Joe
Lockhart recalled that the
United States sent two aircraft carriers and other war-

ships to the region to calm a
crisis four years ago.
"We reject any use of
force or any threat of force
in this situation," Lockhart
said.
"We believe that peaceful
dialogue and bilateral
engagement between the
sides is the way to move forward," he said. "We have
repeated, I think. in both
actions and words that we
view any threat to Taiwan
with grave concern."
Meanwhile, Stanley 0.
Roth, assistant secretary of
state for East Asian and
PacificAffairs, told the
Senate Foreign Relations

Committee that the Chinese
position paper appeared to
be contrary to "the policy
that is the bedrock of our
relations" with China and
Taiwan.
Members of Congress,
where support for Taiwan
runs strong, suggested the
administration was not repudiating the Chinese with
enough force.
"We need to articulate
more clearly where we are,"
said Sen. Craig Thomas , RWyo., chairman of the East
Asian and Pacific subcommittee.
Sen. John Kerry. D-Mass.,
said China's statement "is

unacceptable" and that the
administration had the
responsibility to make sure
that China "not misinterpret
where we are - in one way
or the other."
At the State Department ,
spokesman James P. Rubin
said it would be a mistake to
exaggerate the significance of
the Chinese statement.
"We've had much worse
periods on this question in
the past." he said. He added
that the administration is
not considering any change
in its opposition to legislation before Congress to

Jumpto TuwAN.
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> Courtreverses
$25million
'Seinfeld'
case
MADISON, Wis. (AP)- An appeals court on Tuesday
reversed a $25 million judgment awarded to a man who was
fired after a female co-worker complained that he harassed her
by discussing a racy episode of "Seinfeld."
Jerold Mackenzie said that although Miller Brewing Co. executives had assured him before his dismissal that his status with
the company was safe, they already had planned to fire him
from his $95,000-a-year management job.
The "Seinfeld" element of the case eventually became secondary and a Milwaukee County Circuit court dismissed a
wrongful-firing claim.
The jury award of $25 million was based on Mackenzie's
argument that the company downgraded his position in 1987
without notifying him and that by the time he was fired in 1993
he was too old to find comparable employment elsewhere.
Mackenzie is now 56.
Miller appealed to the state 1st District Court of Appeals,
claiming it had no legal obligation to tell Mackenzie anything
about his job status.
And the appeals court said Tuesday that Mackenzie failed to
prove Miller intended to deceive him or that he was financially
damaged as a result of any alleged misrepresentation.
During a 1997 trial in Milwaukee County Circuit Court,
jurors were told Mackenzie was fired after he related an offcolor incident from "Seinfeld" to a female employee, who then
accused him of harassment.
The firing, for "poor management judgment," came five days
after the employee complaint.
In the "Seinfeld" episode. Jerry Seinfeld's character can't
remember his girlfriend's name but knows it rhymes with a part
of the female anatomy .

crimecrackdown
California
to voteon juvenille
SAN FRANCISCO(AP)California voters decide next
month whether to take a
harder line on juvenile
crime.
Under Proposition 21. a
measure on the March 7 ballot, juveniles as young as 14
could more easily be charged
as adults for serious crimes
and could face life sentences.
The measure reflects a

growing belief that the state's
century-old juvenile court
system cannot handle violent
criminals.
It would allow prosecutors
to decide in most cases
whether a youth should be
tried as an adult. exposing
them to sentences of up to
life in prison . Currently, only
judges can make those decisions, and sentences in juve-

nile court last until age 25.
Other provisions would
make juvenile proceedings
and records less secretive,
require gang members to
register with police and
increase various punishments .
The measure comes at a
time when a rash of school
shootings has heightened
fears of juvenile crime, even

though the government says
such crimes have been falling
for a decade nationally and
in California.
Supporters of Proposition
21 say it would deter violent
crime.
Opponents say the measure contains no money for
probation or other preventive measures and would cost
money for new prisons.

> Twodeathrowinmatesreleaseguard

Cyclone
Elinewreakshavoc
in flood-stricken
Mozambique

Earn S6/hr: while ha_ving
the best summer o( your life!

INTERVIEWS
At FarmingtonJr. High

At lagoon
Friday, March 3, 2000

4:30 p.m.
Ages: 1 Sand older"*
LIFEGUARDS
OHLY

Sat., March 4, 2000
Sat., March 11, 2000
9:00a.m.
Ages: IS and older•••

Lagoon Interv iews will be held in the Maintenance/WarehouseBuilding.
Applicants should enter on the west side of the building,
It's what IUN Isl

Lag:en
For more information, call 801-451-8187
• 16yearsandolder. "Applicantsmustbe at least16yearsold byJune1, 2000.
•••Applicantsmustbe at least 15yearsold by JuneI, 2000.
Employees
who comp,etethe seasonmaybe eligiblefor endof seasonbonus.
SchoolCredit availableIn Oi!\liS, WeberandMorganCountiesthroughSchool
-to-Careers
Programfor worl"ngat Lagoonthis summer
. See SchoolCounselor
for details.

MAPUTO,Mozambique (AP)- Cyclone Eline ripped
roofs off houses, cut water and power supplies and
drenched an already flood-stricken Mozambique on
Tuesday with torrential rain that sent swollen rivers racing
through villages.
The cyclone hit as the impoverished former Portuguese
colony was mopping up from its heaviest flooding in half a
century - a disaster the United Nations estimated killed
67 people and displaced 211,000, mainly in the southern
provinces of Gaza and Maputo .
Disaster relief officials had no reports of casualties late
Tu,esday afte~noon from t~ cyclone. whic~ was heading
west toward Zimbabwe.
Three people in Beira, the country's second-largest city,
were electrocuted when power cables fell into the water,
local television said. Resident Uzi Cristina said she and her
husband, an electrician, had been called to work because
of the fatal accident.
A local radio station reported that sparsely populated
fishing villages near Inhambane, a coastal town 300 miles
north of Maputo near where the storm surged ashore, had
been washed away.
Even before the cyclone brought more rain and caused
more damage, U.N. aid workers said they were struggling
to provide food and water for those stranded or left destitute by the torrential rains two weeks ago that washed
away roads, houses. bridges and agricultural land .
Eline moved inland Tuesday between Inhambane and
Beira, 620 miles north of the capital. Maputo.
Ahead of the cyclone, wild storms had swept through
Beira overnight Monday, cutting off power to some areas,
said Agostinho Alberto. a Red Cross worker in the city.
In Inhambane and tiny villages along the coast. winds
tore the roofs off brick houses and blew apart some of the
makeshift mud and straw dwellings that many of
Mozambique's desperately poor call home.
"In some places people were sleeping under tables,"
said Arlinda da Cruz, who lives in Inhambane . "Many people are without food."

r------------------------------------

LIVINGSTON.Texas (AP)-A death row inmate jimmied the
lock to his cell door at what's supposed to be one of the most
secure prisons in Texas and teamed with another inmate to hold
a guard hostage for 13 hours before surrendering peacefully
Tuesday.
The guard, Jeanette Bledsoe, 57, was overpowered Monday
afternoon. then handcuffed and shackled in a room adjacent to
the death row cells of Ponchai Wilkerson, 28, and Howard
Guidry, 23.
The standoff at the Terrell Unit of the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice ended when the two inmates were allowed to
see a group of capital punishment opponents from Houston.
Bledsoe was unharmed.
"We don't negotiate with inmates," prison spokesman Larry
Todd said. "But common sense tells you the first priority was
the safety of the officer. We feel it was a small price to pay."
Wilkerson, convicted of killing a Houston jewelry store clerk,
is scheduled to be executed on March 14. Guidry, convicted of
killing a woman in a murder-for-hire plot, has no date scheduled.
Both men were transferred to the Terrell Unit. about 85 miles
northeast of Houston , after they and five other inmates tried to
escape on Thanksgiving .night 1998. One inmate managed to
flee the prison but drowned in a nearby creek.
Officials said that as Bledsoe was returning Guidry to his cell.
she was jumped by Wilkerson, who then was joined by Guidry .
Both were armed with pieces of metal - Wilkerson had a rod
that had been sharpened to a point; Guidry had a tool that
guards use to open food slots on cell doors.

> Teacher
wholeftstudentwillkeepherjob
CHICAGO (AP)- A high school teacher who left a 16-yearold student behind in Spain after the teen lost his passport
will be allowed to keep her job after all but will be disciplined .
Paul Vallas, chief executive of the Chicago school system,
had originally said teacher Christine Matishak should be
fired. But he backed off from that demand Monday and said
she will be disciplined instead . He did not elaborate on the
type of discipline.
Matishak flew home with the other students at the end of
an exchange trip this month after arranging for Preston Ross
III to get a new passport and fly home two days later. Ross
said the teacher arranged for a place for him to stay. found an
adult to accompany him and let him use her credit card.
"I feel like Alice in Wonderland, falling down into the black
hole," said Matishak, a teacher for 26 years . 'Tm trying to find
out what I did wrong that almost cost me my job, to be
maligned when I thought I had done every thing right and
went beyond what I was supposed to do."
According to Vallas, Matishak knew for two days that Ross
had lost his passport and never contacted the school.
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Students increase awareness about bodies
Student Health Center. She
spoke on "Media Influences
on our Body Images." Allen
spoke to a primarily female
audience of about 30 students in the International
Lounge.
Allen discussed the body
pressures that men and
women face through the
media .
"The media tries to get us
to feel good about things and
not even notice it," Allen said.
She also stated facts showing how important weight is
to women from an early age.
"Studies have shown that
80 percent of 10-year-old
girls are on diets," she said.
Negative body images
affect women more than men
because men don't care as
much as women about the
way they look, Allen said.
·our culture affects the
way women perceive their
bodies." she said. "We rarely
see women in a pose or attitude where they exist as a
person."
Allen said advertisers take
women's bodies and only
show portions of them. This
objectifies women to an even
greater degree than if their
bodies were displayed in
their entireties, she said.
"Another thing advertisers

It JENTAnOR

Staff Writer

The Body Awareness Fair,
held Friday in the
International Lounge, gave
students the opportunity to
learn more about eating disorders through information
pamphlets and videos. The
fair included a table concerning eating disorders run by
peer counselors.
Students were also able to
receive a free computer diet
analysis. They wrote down
the food they had consumed
in a 24-hour period and the
computer printed out the
recommended daily
allowances that were consumed. Senior students in
dietetics conducted the computer diet analysis.
The purpose of the diet
analysis was to promote
nutrition awareness and the
Utah State University
Nutrition Clinic, said USU
dietetics senior Rebecca
Hanks.
Students in attendance at
the fair also received free
massages from licensed massage therapists throughout
Cache Valley.
The keynote speaker at
the fair was Cynthia Allen, a
health educator from the

>- Gymnastics
to be

onworld
wideweb

Cynthia Allen, a healtheducatorat the Student HealthCenter,discussesthe negativeeffectsof advertisingon

self esteemand bodyimageduring Friday'sBodyAwarenessFair.

do is portray women as perfect and fragile," she said.
Allen showed about 40
slides of magazine covers and
advertisements. The majority
of the ads were of women.
"The status quo in advertising is to change covers and
advertisements through digital enhancements," Ailen
said. Blemishes the models
have are removed.
Advertisements never

show imperfections, she said.
"Regular women are rarely
portrayed in advertising,"
Allen said. "When they are
shown, they aren't portrayed
in an attractive pose or
shown being desirable."
Advertisements directed to
men generally portray that in
order for men to be successful they need to have sex, she
said.
Advertisements also
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Nice design
FUNDING
Continuedfrom Page1

t

and the senators all they
asked for, leaving only
$10,000 for STAB.
ASUSUActivities Vice
President Mandy Saunders
said since the council only
had a SO-cent per-student
increase rather than 75 cents,
each organization should be
granted 70 percent of what it
asked for.
·1 think that's the fairest
way to do it," she said.
But others suggested the
council prioritize the organizations based on what they
were in need of and then
allocate funds based on that
priority listing.
ASUSU Executive Vice
President Rian Winzeler said
because the council had

LEGISLATION
Continuedfrom Page1
them.
Winzeler said although
lobbying is coming to a close
· along with the legislative session , students can still e-mail.
call or write letters .
She said she is going down
to the capitol and would be
happy to take le ers from
students down
legislators.
Winzeler said although

BROOK COX

li ,11 :: ; \.

Staff Writer

The Design 2000 exhibitat the Tippetts

ExhibitHa/I in the FineArts Bui/dingis put
on by the seniorinteriordesign class.The
exhibitruns throughFeb.25.

voted in a previous meeting
to provide capital and support for Graphic Design, they
should be provided with what
they need.
·1 don't know if it's fair to
say we're only giving them 70
percent of that," she said.
ASUSUOrganizations Vice
President Jodi Lee said
Graphic Design, an organiza tion under the ASUSU public
relations office, provides
important service to members of the council and the
student body.
"We need our graphic
designers without a doubt."
she said.
But she said she wasn't
sure it was fair to fully fund
Graphic Design at the
expense of other organizations, specifically STAB.
"Activitiesis in great need

most of the legislators are in
support of higher education,
it's a matter of finding the
funds.
If legislators don 't hear
anything on an issue, it prob ably won't get the attention
that it otherwise would,
Winzeler said . This is why
student involvement in legislation is important.
In a message to the legislature, an individual should
include who he or she is,
who he or she repr esents and

equate food with emotion.
Allen said.
This type of relationship
between food and emotion
can be very unhealthy, she
said.
"They follow the whole
stereotype that if I eat the
wrong thing I have to feel
guilty about it." she said. "It is
very dangerous finding love
and acceptance through
food:

USU public relations
firm to get underway

,., ,, '.·,, ,,,,h ,: i
-·,: ·,-.. ! )1

NewseR1EFs

Public relations students from the
Communication department at Utah
State Universityare beginning the
foundation of an on-campus PR firm
called COMM USU.They hope to open
for business next semester.
"Lotsof universities have studentrun agencies,"said Robyn Kratzer, a
public relations professor.
After talking about the concept with
Ted Pease, heao ofthe department,
Kratzer presented the idea to her class
and told them if they agreed they had
to take the business seriously.They
would have challenges,but the experience and rewards would be worth it
Kratzer said.
"They agreed to embrace it,"Kratzer
said.
"We have some of the best PR students," Kratzer said. "Thiswas the optimum time (to present the idea)."
The alternative would be studying
from a book.Actuallydoing real work
is a lot more effectiveand fun, said PR
student Jared Anderson.
At a Public Relations Society of
America (PRSA)conference in Salt lake
City on Feb. 9, USU public relations
students announced plans for their
student-run firm.
Kratzer said she heard comments
like, ·wow, I had no idea:
Anderson said graduating seniors

for it." Lee said.
Other council members
also expressed concern over
the idea of leaving STABwith
such a great difference
between what it asked for
and what it actually received.
ASUSU Athletics Vice
President Sam Winward said,
"Why is it activities that has
to take the biggest hit?"
He said STABserves the
entire student body.
Saunders said Graphic
Design, which provides council members with advertising,
logos, posters and other promotional designs for ASUSU
events, should be funded at
equal expense to the other
organizations, rather than
solely at the expense of STAB.
·1 think (the Service
Center) and senators and
activities should share in the

how the legislator represents
him or her by emphasizing
he or she is a voting con stituent , according to the
brochure by ASUSU.
Those writing to legislators
should keep it to one page
and state the reason for writing in the opening statement,
Winzeler said.
For more information.
contact Winzeler at 797-1727
or in Taggart Student Center
Room 338, or by e-mail at
SLFL9@cc.usu.edu .

participating in the project want to
leave a legacybehind.
Before the legacycomes a lot of
hard work, and these PRstudents are
learning the ropes. The work has been
delegated between 30 class members
and hours have been donated out of
class,Anderson said.
Ky Oday, a junior PR student gave
an example of the time spent with the
business. He and Valerie Vaughan are
in charge of the budget and spend time
working in that capacity.
"We met as a class and went over it,"
he said. ·we went over it in a -group.
We went over it individually.It's like a
circle."
Right now COMM USU is just trying
to build its foundation. later they plan
to get officers and clients, Kratzer said.
·we want to look into other student
run agencies,"Oday said.
Most PR students have already had
a chance to practice their skills in the
public relations field. Each class in the
PR sequence involves some hands on
experience. People these students have
already worked with could be future
clients. Kratzer said.
After doing a competitive market
analysis, the public relations students
found Logan has no firmsthat are
devoted to public relations. They hope
their firm will be a benefit to the community.
"This will give them a true capstone
experience," Kratzer said.

cut," she said.
But Winward said he wasn't sure the Service Center
needed so much money.
Winward said he worked
for the Service Center last
year and had more money
than he needed.
"Nothing personal against
the Service Center, but ... I
had to look for ways to spend
(my budget)," he said.
College of Humanities ,
Arts and Social Sciences
Senator Bethany Mills said it
may be the senators who
don't need the money .
The $1,600, divided among
eight senators, would leave
each senator with an additional $200, what she called a
"drop in the bucket · compared to how much they
actually spend.
Mills said each senator

already has to undergo massive fund raising efforts
before sponsoring any activi·ty.
But College of Science
Senator David Duke said
$200 extra could be used to
put on one extra faculty luncheon.
He said such "brown-nosing" events are academically
important as they help students work toward a future
career.
After debate, a straw poll
was taken among the senators present at the meeting.
In a straw poll, a group of
council members affected by
an issue unofficially votes to
show the council where they
stand .
All senators expressed sup port of $1,600 being allocated
to the senators.

CoNTACTINFORMATION
Cache Valley Legislators:
Rep. Eli Anderson - eanderson@le.state.ut.us
Rep. Ben Ferry - bferry@le.state.utus
Rep. Craig W. Buttars - cbuttars@le.state.ut.us
Rep. Loraine T. Pace - lpace@le.state .ut.us
Rep. Evan L. Olsen- eolsen@le.state.ut.us
Senator Peter C. Knudson - pknudson@Ie.state.ut.us
Senator Lyle W. Hillyard - lhillyard@le.state.us.ut

Mailing Addresses:
Senate: Name, 319 State Capitol, SLC. Utah 84114
House : Name, 318 State Capitol, SLC, Utah 84114

Fans and alumni of Utah
State University, Southern
Utah University and West
Virginia University can
watch live action as gymnasts from these schools
face the Nebraska
Cornhuskers in Lincoln,
Neb., on Sunday.
The sports special will be
·webcast· at 2 p.m. (Central
Time) on the Nebraska
Educational
Telecommunications (NET)
Web site. All that is needed
is access to the Internet and
a free RealMedia player program.
The Web address to
access the gymnastic matches on the NET Online site is
net.unl.edu. Webcasting of
the competition is provided
as a free service of NET. Bill
Ganzel is managing editor
of NET Online, and can be
reached at
bganzel@unl.edu.
NET is the parent organization of the Nebraska ETV
Network and the Nebraska
Public Radio Network.

> Day-long
class
provides
onecredit
Students may earn one
upper division credit
Saturday while learning
about "Mountain Men,
Animal Tracks and Snow
Shoes."The cost is $99 and
includes tales and local lore
told by a mountain man .
Also, students will receive
instruction in animal tracking while snowshoeing in
Logan Canyon. Beginners
are welcome.
A similar program will be
offered April 15 for $85.
Students can learn the art
of ·creative Cuisine and
Delectable Desserts" with
Grace Harvell, a professional dessert chef who will
teach the tricks of his trade.
Also, Grapevine restaurant
owner Bill O'Block will
share his experience with
creating a gourmet restaurant.
For information call 7973032 or visit the Eccles
Conference Center Room
103. These programs are
offered by Travel Utah .

> Bridal
Faire
offers
wedding
advice
The 15th Annual Bridal
Faire and Fashion Show will
be held Saturday in the
Taggart Student Center.
The Faire will be from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., and will host
more than 50 local businesses that will offer ideas
for upcoming weddings.
Prizes including honeymoon trips, jewelry, photography and videography
packages and dinners will
be given away. Also, fashion
shows displaying the latest
wedding gowns will be held
every hour. Each show will
be different.
For more information
call 753-6736.

> Coeddormsnot
banned
inArizona
FLAGSTAFF,
Ariz. (TMS)College students in Arizona
are breathing sighs of relief
that state legislators rejected a proposal to ban coed
dormitories and alcohol on
public campuses throughout the state.
State Rep. Jean McGrath,
a republican from Maricopa
County, proposed House
Bill 2594 because she said
she wanted to ·restore a
sense of sanity on college
campuses."
If the bill had been
approved, it also would
have banned alcohol from
public college campuses in
Arizona - including for
students of legal drinking
age.
Legislators rejected the
bill Tuesday.
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Important
events in
Blackplantationslavery
beginsin the New World
when Spaniardsbegin
importingslaves from
Africato replaceIndians
who died fromharsh
workingconditionsand
exposureto disease.

FACES OF CHANGE

History

A Dutch ship with 20 Africanslaves

aboard arrivesat the Englishcolony
of Jamestown,Virginia.

HarrietTubmanreturns to
Marylandto guide
members ofher familyto
freedom via the
UndergroundRailroad.
Later helpingmore than
300 slaves to escape,she
comes to be known as the
"Mosesof her people."

PresidentAbrahamLincolnsigns
the EmancipationProclamation
on January I.

The CivilWar ends on
April2 6, after the surrender ofthe Confederate
generalsRobert £ Lee
andJ.£ Johnston.

BookerWashingtondines with
PresidentTheodoreRooseveltat the
White House.The dinnermeeting is
bitterlycriticizedby many whites,
who view it as a marked departure
from racialetiquette.

On May I 7 the U.S.
Supreme Court rules
unanimouslyin Brownv.
BoardofEducationof
Topekathat racial
segregationin public
schoolsviolatesthe
FourteenthAmendment
to the Constitution.

IU

Q

Rosa Parks,secretaryofthe
Montgomery,Ala.,chapter ofthe
NAACP,refuses to surrenderher
seat when orderedby a localbus
driver,leadingto the Montgomery
bus boycottof 1955-56.

The ReverendMartin
LutherKing.Jr.,is awarded
the Nobel Prizefor peace
in Oslo,Norway.

TheVotingRightsAct is passed followingthe Selma-to-Montgomery
March,whichgarneredthe nation's
attention when marchers were
beaten mercilesslyby state troopers
at the EdmundPettus Bridge.

On April4, the Reverend
Martin LutherKing.Jr
., is
assassinatedin Memphis,
Tenn.The assassinationis
followedby a week of rioting in at least 125 cities
acrossthe nation,including
Washington,D.C.

Riotsbreak out in Los
Angeles,sparked by the
acquittalof four white
policeofficerscaught on
videotapebeatingRodney
King.a black motorist
The riots cause at least
55 deaths and $ I billion
in damage.

Black History Month has history of its own
Civil-rights
leaderJesse Jackson
announceshis intentionto run for CORINNE KATOR
the Democraticpresidential SeniorFeaturesWriter
nomination,becomingthe ~rst
The celebration of Black
African-Americanto make History Month originated in
a seriousbid for the presidency. 1926 when Carter G.
Woodson called for the
national observance of Negro
History Week.
In 1970. Negro History
Week became Black History
Week. This observance was
expanded to Black History
Month in 1976 as part of the
United States· bicentennial
celebration, according to the
Black History Month
Association.
Woodson chose to celebrate black history in
February because two strong
Informationcourtesyof www.eb.com, The
figures in black history.
Encyclopaedia
BritannicaGuideto 8/ack History
Frederick Douglas and
Abraham Lincoln. were born

in February, according to the
association.
Douglas was a runaway
slave who became an influential abolitionist. and Lincoln
was the U.S. president who
issued the Emancipation
Proclamation.
In addition to founding
Black History Month,
Woodson is sometimes credited with founding the study
of black history as a whole.
The Encyclopedia
Britannica describes
Woodson as the American
historian who "first opened
the long-neglected field of
black studies to scholars and
also popularized the field in
the schools and colleges of
black people."
In 1915 Woodson founded
the Association for the Study

of Negro Life and History,
which is now the Association
for the Study of AfricanAmerican Life and History
{ASALH).According to
ASALH'sWeb site, Woodson
created the association
because he "realized the need
for special research into the
neglected past of the Negro."
Before Woodson died in
1950, he had earned a doctorate from Harvard
University, taught and stud ied around the world. published numerous books about
black history. served as editor
of the "Journal of Negro
History" and organized a
publishing company dedicated to publishing works about
African Americans.
Woodson believed so
strongly in the importance of

studying black history he
wrote. "If a race has no history, if it has no worthwhile
tradition, it becomes a negligible factor in the thought of
the world, and it stands in
danger of being exterminated."
The Web site
BlackFamilies.com suggests
continuing Woodson's work
by:
• Celebrating black history
in February as well as the
rest of the year.
• Visiting museums. read ing books and studying black
history as a family.
• Celebrating AfricanAmerican achievements, no
matter how large or small.
• Making sure young relatives know the importance of
preserving history.
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
PARKING INFORMATION
AND REGULATIONS
SECTION 1. General Purposes and
Authority

The purpose for issuing USU Parking
Infonnation and Regulations is to acquaint
the University community with the nature of
the parking system on campus and to clearly state the vartous parking regulations
which affect those using the system. Except
where otheiw:lse specified in this document.
authority has been granted to the governing
authortty of Utah State University (contained
in Utah Code 53B-3-101 through 108) to
regulate traffic and parking on the campus.
By this authority, parking rules and regulations have been developed and are enforced
to provide an orderly and equitable method
of parking for those who visit, work or study
at Utah State University.
The University is endeavoring to meet any
and all traffic and parking problems. A continuous effort is made to improve campus
parking facilities. Suggestions and criticism
are welcomed by the officials and committee
described herein.
SECTION 2. Responsibility
It is the responsibility of each student.
staff, faculty,
isitor or other pennit holder to read and
understand the rules and regulations contained in this document.
SECTION 3. Definitions

The tenns used in these rules and regiµations shall have meanings designated as follows:
Appeals Officer: An individual employed by
the University to adjudicate alleged violations and, under appropriate circumstances,
mediate penalties provided for violations of
these regulations.
Campus: Any property owned, or controlled by lease or other legal arrangement
by Utah State University.
This includes all roads, streets, parking
lots, and other areas within the boundaries
established by the governing bQard.
Faculty: For purposes of parking assignment, "faculty" is defined as any person with
''Professor" or ''librarian" in their title or job
assignment.
Motor Vehicle: Any self-propelled conveyance used for transporting persons or
property.
Motorcycle (Moped): Every motor vehicle
having a saddle for the use of the rider.
Pru-king Policy Advisory Committee: A com mittee appointed by the Administration to
formulate recommendations regarding policies and procedures as they relate to parking, update proposed parking regulations,
and establish an Appeals Committee to consider appeals from the decisions of the
Appeals Officer. The University Parking
Committee membership represents faculty,
staff, and students.
Pru-king Registration: The submission of
the required application with supporting
documents if required.
Pennit: A decal or tag issued by the
University Pru-king Office which must be
affixed by its own adhesive or by its own
hook at the proper place on the vehicle
which authorizes parking in a particular
area on campus for a specified period of
time. Permits may be valid for one school
year or may be valid for shorter or longer
periods of time as indicated on the pennit.
Possession: To physically control or operate a vehicle or parking pennit even though
ownership may be vested in a parent or
other persons.
Restricted Area: A parking area that
requires a special plate, pennit or has controlled access by an attendant, card or opener.
Staff: All full-time employees of the
University of professional and classified contracts, and payroll or part-time employees
not classified as students.
Students: Persons who are currently registered and attending University held classes
on either a part-time or full-time basis,
excluding contract employees. Graduate
positions (teaching assistants, research
assistants, etc.) are not considered to be
contract employees.
Temporary Permit: A permit for parking
privileges on a temporary basis, generally
does not exceed one semester or as indicated
thereon.
Visitors: Those persons not officially
employed, directly or indirectly, by USU or
registered for classes, including seminars
and conferences, at the University on either
a part -time or full-time basis. Current and
former faculty, staff and students that are
parking in an area other than assigned in
order to contact a department or person are
not considered visitors.

Pedestrian Zone: An area officially designated by the University as the Pedestrian
Zone.
Walkway: Any horiwntal concrete ground
or paved surface other than designated
roads, service docks, or parking lots within
the Pedestrian Zone.
SECTION 4. Parking Registration

Each motor vehicle parked in a designated
parking area on University property by any
eligible student, faculty, or staff member
must be registered or daily fee paid. The fact
that you have a permit does not ensure the
availability of a parking space. The pennit
extends the right to park in a specified area
when space is available until pennit and/or
time expires. Lack of parking space,
mechanical problems, inclement weather
conditions or other difficulties are not considered valid excuses for failure to comply
with traffic and parking regulations.
All of the following steps are necessary to
complete vehicle registration:
Individual Registration
I.Complete a parking registration form.
2. Present the completed form and pay the
appropriate fee at the Utah State University
Parking and Transportation Office, 1151
East 700 North. Students and staff registering a vehicle for the first time are required to
present a vehicle registration card and some
form of identification.
3. Staff parking pennits for previously registered vehicles may be obtained through the
mail by returning a
qapplication form with appropriate fee (personal check preferred), or completed Payroll
deduction form, to the Parking Office. The
permit will be mailed to the applicant.
NOIE: Payroll deductions are typically only
accepted until the Friday before fall classes
begin.
4. Attach the decal or pennit on the vehicle
according to the printed instructions provided with the permit The decal or permit may
not be glued or taped to the vehicle, but
must be displayed according to the instructions to be valid .
NOIE: It is the responsibility of the vehicle
operator to ensure that the permit is clearly
visible, readable, and displayed properly.
Procedure for Replacing Permits
In the event that a pennit is lost or stolen,

report it immediately to the Pru-king Office. A
replacement pennit may be received by completing a Lost/Stolen Pennit Report. The first
replacement pennit is free of charge; however, there is a charge for subsequent replacement pennits. Recovered permits that have
been reported as lost or stolen must be
returned to the Parking Office. Use of a lost
or stolen permit by anyone, including the
person who purchased the permit. will result
in a $100 fine and the vehicle being
impounded. The pennit must be surren dered and all outstanding citations must be
cleared.
Semester Permits

Students may purchase single semester
pennits. 1bis pennit is valid from the first
day of classes
or the designated semester through the
first day of classes for the following semester.
The permit is valid in student areas only.
Disabled/Medical Permits
The Utah State Tax Commission issues
annual and temporary disabled pennits.
Applications are available at their office on
the comer of 200 North and Main in Logan.
Faculty, staff and students parking on campus with a state disabled pennit must also
obtain a USU disabled validation pennit. All
state disabled pennits are honored at USU;
however, a disabled permit must be issued
by the same state that the vehicle displaying
that permit is licensed, unless the disabled
pennit is issued by the state of Utah. The
University may require verification of the
validity of any disabled pennit displayed on
campus.
Student Housing

Residents of campus Residence Halls are
required to purchase a permit to park in the
area adjacent to their respective residences.
Aggie Village, Student Llving Center and
West Stadium Villa permits do not allow
vehicles to park in the "any pennit" area on
campus.
Contractors

Contractors may park only in areas designated 1n the contract. Any other parking

must be approved by the Parking Office.
Before any pennit Is issued to a contractor,
existing citations must be cleared.

7. All other staff on a seniority basis
SECTION 5. Permits
Annual Permits:
I. Staff

Sidewalk Permits

Maintenance and other approprtate personnel required to access buildings via a walkway must obtain a pennit to drive on a
walkway and an additional pennit to park
on any walkway within the Pedestrian Zone.
No vehic1e (moving or parked}, including
bicycles, may impede pedestrian movement
or cause unsafe conditions on walkways,
stairways or ramps. No vehicle may impede
pedestrian access to building entrances or
exits.
Registration Restrictions

2. Student
3. Campus Residence Hall

4. Motorcycle
5. Commercial. Pri,•ate Vehicle, and Guest
6 . Sidewalk
7. Service
8. Parent
Temporary Permits: Temporary pennits
are available for all areas and may require
special restrictions due to unforeseen circumstances. Application may be made at the
Parking Office. Such temporary permits are:
1. Medical
2. Visitors
3. Special Vocational
4. Substitute vehicle and/or Temporary
plates
5. Day Pass
6. Loading and Unloading
7. Single Semester Student Pennit
8. Sidewalk

1. Transfer or assignment Pru-king pennits
are not transferable to other individuals. Any
transfer, sale, or assignment is prohibited
and may result in the person forfeiting their
privilege of parking on campus.
2. Forging or fictitious registration:
Any person who forges pennits, dates, or
validations, or makes false representations
concerning vehicle registration information,
or permit eligibility shall have his or her
campus parking privileges revoked at the
Government or State Vehicle Permits:
discretion of the Parking Office and/ or the
All government and state vehicles normally
Parking Committee.
garaged (parked overnigh0 on the campus of
3. Faculty, staff, and students with more
Utah State University must be registered
than one vehicle registered and car pools are
with the Parking Office. Upon registration,
allowed to park only one vehicle at a time in
an EX decal will be issued. These pennits
their primary lot.
are free of charge and are valid until O\.vnerIf the need arises that more than one of the
ship /responsibility of the vehicle is transregistered vehicles is to be on campus, one
ferred. Every state and government vehicle
vehicle may be parked in the designated
parked in a service area is required to disassigned area; the second vehicle must be
play a service parking pem1it! The'yennit
parked in a "F' (Free) lot or by paying the
will allow par · for two b T$
appropriate fee, may be parked in the
and will not allow any overnight parking on
Pru-king Terrace or at a meter.
campus. Requests for such permits must be
Citations will be issued to each vehicle if
in writing to the Parking Office. A committee
found in violation.
consisting of two parking committee mem4.The theft or loss of a parking pennit
bers and the Parking Director will review
should be reported to the Pru-king Office
requests for such permits.
immediately upon discovery.
Recovered lost
or stolen pennits
SECTION 6. Pnrklng Fees and Refunds
must be returned
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SECTION 7.
the holder to park in a specified area when
Parking and Permit Violations
space is available, and each individual must
The following violations are designated as
be willing to comply with these regulations.
campus violations and are processed
If the operator's assigned area is full, the
through administrative procedure. TI1e folindividual must use his or her specified
lowing regulations are In effect 24 hours a
overflow area.
day, seven days a week, throughout the
(See Appendix A).
entire calendar year unless otherwise desigFaculty and Staff Assignment
nated. (See Appendix B or lot signs).
G'1idellnes
Parking on Campus Without a Pennit' No
The following guidelines will be used when
vehicle, which includes any motorized vehimaking parking assignments when space is
cle or motorcycle, shall be parked on camavailable:
pus, or any portion thereof, without first
1. Disabled and medical
having secured a valid parking permit.
2. Administration (Vice President, etc .)
except for the appropriate free "F'' lots,
3. College Deans
Parking Terrace, or metered spaces.
4. Directors
Pru-king in a No-Parking Area: No vehic1es,
5. Department Head
inc1uding visitor, government, or University
6. Faculty
vehicles, are allowed to park in the following
areas: red curbs, roadways. drtveways, sidewalks, fire lanes, lawns and in front of
chained roadways or entrances; or any other
area designated by signs or stencil as "No
Parking Zone". Vehicles must be parked
between two yellow lines. Any vehicle that Is
occupyin~ two stalls by any part of the vehicle straddling the yellow line is a violation.
Automobiles may not park in motorcycle
areas.
Parking in a Restricted Area: Parking any
vehicle in a restricted area. such as a walk-
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way, seIVice stall or access controlled area, without a valid
permit is prohibited. Unauthorlzed vehicles may be towed
I! away at owner's expense without notice. The vehicle operator is responsible for paying all fees including the towing
charges.
If Meter Violation: Parking any vehicle in a metered space
beyond the metered time is prohibited unless otherwise designated. (See Appendix B or meter placard). If a vehicle is
parked continuously, citations may be issued every two
hours. Meter malfunctions must be reported to the Parking
Office within two hours.
Failure to Obey Attendant Parking without a permit in the
attendant controlled area is prohibited and will result in a
$25 fine to the violator. Patrons may drop off or pick up
• someone beyond the staff booth with permission by the
attendant. but they must remain in the vehicle. Failure to
pay the appropriate fee at an attendant booth will result in a
citation being sent to the perpetrator.
Falsifying Information: Altering, changing, or attempting to
duplicate any permit shall be considered falsifying information: Placing a previously issued citation on a vehicle is prohibited and shall also be deemed falsifying information.
Blocking Dumpster: Parking a vehicle at any time in a
manner which blocks access to a trash receptacle is prohibit• ed.
Disabled Permit Parking Only: Parking any vehicle in a disabled permit only parking area without properly displaying a
valid USU disabled permit or plates is prohibited.
Unauthorized vehicles may be towed away at the owner's
expense without notice.
The vehicle operator is responsible for clearing any citations
plus towing charge. Medical specials cannot park in a disabled permit only space unless specifically stated on the permit. Disabled permit holders may park in any legal space on
campus.
hnproper Display of Decal or Permit: All decals or permits
must be displayed in the manner as designated by the
instructions accompanying the permit at the time of purchase. Any other display is prohibited. Other permits such
as loading or unloading, may be obtained at the Parking
Office and are valid only for the area and time designated on
the permit.
Improper Use of a Service, Private Vehicle, Commercial,
Guest, Emeriti or Other Special Permit: Parking in violation
of the restrictions of a service, personal vehicle, commercial,
guest, emeriti or other special permit may result in vehicle
impoundment and/ or revocation of parking privileges.
Permit may be required to be forfeited and all outstanding
citations cleared upon vehicle impound.
'
Two Cars in Designated area: Faculty, staff, and students
with more than one vehicle and car pools are allowed to park
only one vehicle at a time in their primary lot. If the need
arises that more than one of the vehicles is to be on campus,
one vehicle may be parked in a "F' (Free) lot or by paying the
appropriate fee in the Parking Terrace qr~meter. Obtaining a
day pass for your assigned area when a vehicle is parked in
that area and is displaying the permit purchased by you is a
violation. Both vehicles will receive a citation.
Motorcycle Areas: Motorcycles must park in motorcycle
designated areas and may not use automobile spaces except
at paid meters. No motorcycles are allowed in the Parking
Terrace. Automobiles may not use motorcycle only areas.
Possession of Lost/Stolen Permit: Displaying a permit that
has been reported as lost or stolen, even if used by the origl-

SECTION 15. Requested Reseived Parking for
Conferences and Seminars
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SECTION 10. Gated Areas
To provide control of certain assigned areas, access to such

areas may be regulated by controlled access gates or attendant booths. It shall be a violation of these regulations to
park a vehicle not bearing the appropriate valid university
parking permit in a controlled access parking area except
during the time a permit is not required. (See Appendix B or
lot signs.) In the event access controls are not operable,
parking must be in accordance with the times and regulations for that area. A fee determined by the University
Parking Office to cover the cost of lost or mutilated gate
openers/cards shall be assessed to anyone who has lost or
mutilated an opener/card.
SECTION 11. Parking Terrace and Student Premium
Area

The Parking Terrace may be used by any individual coming
to campus. This pay-by-the-hour area is open to anyone driving the second vehicle of a car pool. This parking is also
convenient for people coming to lunch at the Taggart Student
Center. The Student Premium area allows two hours of free
parking with a current student parking permit. Subsequent
hours are charged the appropriate fee. Vehicles parked in
this area without a permit are charged double the given rate
from the time they enter the area. Individuals losing their
claim check in either area shall pay the all day fee. All rules
and regulations governing campus parking also apply in
these areas.

SECilON 8. Penalties
(Amended August 1, 1998)
The penalties set forth below are hereby established for violations involving vehicles owned or operated by or in the custody or possession of a student, staff member, or visitor:
SECTION 9 . Enforcement

Responsibility: Each student, staff member, and visitor
shall be responsible for all violations of these regulations
involving vehicles owned or operated by him or her, or in his
or her custody and operated by anyone having express or
permission to operate said vehicle. Parking citations
•• implied
on vehicles not displaying a university permit will be identi•• fied to state OMV files and linked to the appropriate student.
....
or staff.
.... faculty
Visitors: Visitors may have one citation waived for parking
.... on campus without a permit (violation # 1) by placing their
.... name, address, and telephone number in the explanation
.. ♦
section of the citation and foiwarding it to Parking and
.....
Transportation Services.
Periods of Enforcement: Unless otherwise prohibited by
.... these
regulations, all parking on this campus shall comply
.....
.... with these regulations. It shall not be a violation to park an
unregistered vehicle, nor shall any permit or decal be
required to park on campus prior to 7:00 a.m .. or as desig nated at the entrance of the lot, parking meters included.
(See Appendix B). No decal, permit or other authorization
shall be required to park on campus on Saturdays, Sundays,
or holidays designated by Utah State University except for
special events. Unauthorized parking of vehicles in established 24 hour areas. such as residence halls and seIVice
areas. however, is prohibited at anytime, day or night
Vehicles are required to be parked in designated parking
stalls only. All vehicles are prohibited from parking in such
a manner as to block or impede free access to streets, walk ways, driveways, fire lanes, loading wnes, or pedestrian
lanes, at any hour or upon any day. Parking in a designated
"No Parking' area is likewise prohibited at any hour or upon
any day. Citations in these areas are issued year round.
Failure of the University to strictly enforce any parking regu lation shall not be construed as a waiver for the future
enforcement of the regulation. Parking enforcement does not
stop because school is out of session.
Snow Removal: To facilitate snow removal, no vehicle,
including government and state, will be allowed to park on
campus overnight from November 1 to April 1 each school
year . This does not include residence hall parking areas.
State vehicles may be parked overnight in the permit lot
north of Radio and T.V. or the gravel areas north of Nutrition
and Food Sciences. Any vehicles found parked overnight
may be cited and towed. Vehicles, including state and gov-

....
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...
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SECTION 18. Emeriti Permits

Members of the Emeriti Association may receive special
parking decals without charge. The decal must be affixed
directly below the inside rearview mirror of the vehicle. The
permit allows the member to park in all non-gated areas on
campus. Meters and the Parking Terrace must be paid. If
the Emeriti member is continuing to teach classes and
desires to park in a gated area, they must pay the appropriate fees. Emeriti permits must be removed when a vehicle is
sold. Emeriti members may not allow others to use the
emeriti parking privileges.

SECTION 12. Appeals

Campus violations that are not paid, or a
hearing requested within the time stated on the ticket, may
subject the alleged violator to late penalties and/or registration restrictions. Failure to settle parking tickets may result
in the following:
1. Vehicles with four or more unsettled tickets may be
impounded at the owner's/operator's expense, without warning, regardless if the vehicle is legally parked at the time of
impoundment or not.
2. Campus parking privileges may be denied to any individual.
3.Registration packets will not be released until all tickets
are settled.
4.Transcripts, graduation diplomas, grades etc. will be held.
5.New parking permits, including temporary. will not be
issued unless all previous tickets have been cleared
through the appropriate appeal procedures or pay ment .

SECTION 19. Amendments

Basic amendments to these regulations and rules are subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees, otherwise
c&anges may be recommended by the Utah State University
Parking Policy Advisory Committee, subject to the adoption
by the University administration. The Parking Policy
Advisory Committee shall give notice of all amendments to
these regulations and rules, and provide a reasonable opportunity to all interested individuals to appear and present
their viewpoints.
APPENDIXC
Summary of Polices for Transferable Hanging Parking

Permits
I. To be valid, a hanging permit must be clearly visible and
hanging from the inside rear view mirror of the vehicle. It is
recommended that all old decals and hanging permits be
removed . Parking SeIVices will do this if you bring the vehicle
to the Parking Office.
2. Faculty, staff and students who purchase a permit may
transfer it to any vehicle they wish. TI-IEINDMDUAL WHO
PURCHASES TIIE PERMIT. HOWEVER WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PARKING VIOIATIONS BY ANY VEHICLE BEARING
TIIE PERMIT.
3. Theft or loss of permit: A permit that has been lost or stolen
may be replaced by completing a Lost/Stolen Pennit Report at

the Parking Office. The first replacement pennit is free.
4. The penalty for possession of a lost or stolen hanging park ing permit is $100 plus impound . Also the pennit must be surrendered and all outstanding citations must be cleared.
5. Faculty. staff and students who have purchased a permit but
forget to transfer it to the vehicle they are driving may obtain a
day pass by presenting their ID card at the Parking Office or for
staff assigned to C/C-9 areas, at the Attendant booth.

APPENDIXA
Student and Starr permit Designated Parking Areas

•◄

...
..

Members of the Old Main Society may receive parking permits without charge. These permits allow the Old Main
Society member parking privileges and may not be transferred, loaned or assigned. However, the Old Main Society
permit may be used by student dependents in student (B)
areas. Student dependents may not use the permits in staff
and service areas .

SECTION 13. Failure to Settle Parking Tickets

nal permit holder, is pnn:ia facie evidence that a permit was
improperly obtained. The vehicle will be impounded. The
permit must be surrendered, the appropriate fee paid and all
outstanding citations must be cleared. Reporting a permit as
lost or stolen to obtain additional permits for concurrent use
may result in loss of permit privileges and other legal action .
Llcense Plates: All vehicles parked on the USU Campus
must display valid license plates. Vehicles parked without
plates will be impounded .

SECTION 16. Visitor Parking
All visitors to the Utah State University campus are welcome. Visitors wishing to park on the Utah State University
campus during the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. weekdays are encouraged to park in visitor designated areas. The
Parking Terrace may be used at the established rate. Visitor
passes are also available at the University Parking Office for
persons who are not staff or registered as a student. These
passes are $4.00 per day or $16.00 per week. Meters are
· also available for short-term use where convenient. Parking
in the following areas is not permitted: red curbs, sidewalks,
or parking out of stalls.
If convenient, visitors should be scheduled for late afternoon. During the peak hours of 8:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.,
University parking areas are often filled to capacity. When
arriving on campus during this time, visitors may not flnd
parking in a convenient area. Instruct visitors to read the
signs carefully before parking a vehicle. Regulated parking
hours, permit requirements, fees and special parking
instructions are posted at the entrance of each parking area .
Visitors must park only in visitor designated areas or in
areas which have been provided. If a space cannot be found,
visitors should be directed to the Visitor Information Center
directly north of the Parking Terrace on 7th North or to the
access booth north of Engineering where the attendant will
help visitors.
SECTION 17. Old Main Permits

An individual receiving a citation may appear before the
Appeals Officer and contest the validity of the citation and/or
present mitigating circumstances. Dates, times, and places
for said hearing may be secured by contacting the Utah State
University Parking Office. Appeals procedure is:
1. Complete a written appeals form at the Parking
Office, then an appeal may be made to the Appeals
SECTION 8. Penalties (Amended August I, 1998)
The penallies sel fonh below arc hen:by es1ablishedfor violalions involving vehicles owned or operalcd by or
Officer, if desired, by an appointment.
in the custodyor possessionof a student,staff member, or visitor.
2. Request for a review must be made within fourI ,n
11 n
45 days•
One Da
One Week
teen calendar days after the issuance of the citation.
$25.00
14.
Appeals will not be accepted after this time .
3. ,Anv Jndividual mav aooeal the decision of the
Appeals
Officer to the Parking ..(ppeals Committee
m.oo
within fourteen days of the Appeals Officer's decision
by completing the appropriate form. This Committee
is comprised of student and staff representatives.
Sl2.00 II $16.00
$25.00
~=====~:=========: $25.00
The committee reviews the violation, considers the
S8.00
II SI 1.00
situation, and makes a decision. The committee may
~a;:;=:;::::::;:~=======l~==~l===s2;:;;:9_::;;;00~11
m.oo
$35.00
uphold,
reduce, or dismiss the violation. All deci$35.00
II m.oo
sions of the committee are final.
$100.00
4. Failure to appear for an appeal at the appointed
time will result in denial of appeal. Full fees will be
$25.00
assessed. If circumstances arise prohibiting you
$75.00
from appearing for an appeal, you may contact
Parking Services before your appointment to
reschedule your appeal.

◄

•◄

emment, may be reclaimed with personal checks or cash
only. On campus charges and requisitions will not be
accepted.
Unpaid Violations: Campus violations that are not paid, or
a hearing requested within the time provided, may subject
the alleged violator to late penalties and/or registration
restrictions. The providing of transcripts, credits, or permission for registration or graduation may be withheld. Staff,
students and visitors will not be issued parking permits
including day passes until all citations have been appropriately settled. Impoundment of the vehicle will result when
four or more tickets are on file.

Sponsors of University sanctioned activities who wish to
have parking spaces reserved for visitors should contact the
Parking Office by telephone or letter at least three days prior
to the date of the event so that parking arrangements can be
made and proper permits issued. Visitors must be advised of
the general campus parking regulations by the sponsors of
the sanctioned activity as follows:
1. Parking in designated areas only.
2. No parking on red curbs, roadways, sidewalks, driveways, tow-away wnes, lawns. or in front of chained roadways or entrances.
3. Meters are subject to meter regulations, and meter tickets are to be cleared by visitors the same as staff and students.
4. Visitors should park in visitor parking at the Parking
Terrace.
5. Visitors are to comply with all parking regulations. A visitor is responsible for the tickets received while parking on
campus.

SECTION 14. Vehicle Impound

IF•llon

The following parking violations may result in towing
or bnmobilization at the owner's expense without
notice:
1. Parking in Disabled permit only stall.
2. Parking in any area designated as 'Tow Away
Z.One".
3. Parking in such a manner that a hazard is created .
such as parking on red curbs, sidewalks, fire lanes,
hashed areas, or in roadways.
4. Excessive unsettled parking citations with the
Parking Office (4 tickets or more).
5. Displaying a permit or possessing a gate opener
that has been reported lost or stolen.
6. Displaying a permit that has been forged .
7. Abandoned vehicles: Any vehicle that is non -operational for a period of seven days shall be deemed
abandoned and will be impounded. Any vehicle parked
on campus must be (I) operational and (2) have current registration. Trailers may not be parked in regular
spaces. Residents of campus Housing may contact the
Housing or Parking Offices for trailer storage informa tion.
8. Parking overnight except in designated areas from
Nov. I to April I.
9. Parking on campus without license plates displayed on vehicle.
10. Parking displaying a special permit in violation of
restrictions on that permit. If operator's vehicle has
been impounded for any of the above listed reasons,
the following steps need to be taken:
1. Pay unsettled parking violations. (Refer to Section

!Eny B or F dcsigna,edIOI

uUcn,Richard.~.
Mtn.View

cmll, Moen,Grcave~andReeder

ut. and Food Science Free Lot

e.'ilSladium Villa

8)
2. Pay tow fee assessed by the agency storing the
impounded vehicle if applicable.
3. After all fees have been paid, the vehicle will be
released. The operator will be given a release slip at
the Parking Office which must be presented to the person in charge of the impound lot.
4. It will be the operator's responsibility to find transportation to the impound area when vehicles are towed
to a locked impound area that is off campus.
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Black Culture
Black Student Union
educates and builds
·we don't have
DouGSMEATH
Assistant FeaturesEditor that much planned
Black History
Month may only be
28 days - sometimes 29 - but the
Black Student Union
at Utah State
University works to
educate the student
population all year
long.
In fact, though
BSU President Brent
Miller said the club
has no plans for
Black History
Month, he said they
have done quite a bit
already this year and
have even more
planned for the
future.
The BSU meets
every other
Thursday at 5 p.m.
in the Multicultural
Student Clubs Office
on the third floor of
the Taggart Student
Center. The next
meeting will be
tomorrow, Miller
said.
Miller said
because the BSU
presidency members
are all new this year,
they are still trying
to get familiar with
how running a club
works, including
reserving space in
the TSC far enough
in advance.

for Black History
Month," Miller said.
But he said they
have bigger plans for
later this year.
The BSU's biggest
upcoming project is
a fund raising dance
next month.
Miller said the
BSU will be sponsoring a dance on
Saturday to raise
funds to build a
school in Africa. He
said the project is in
conjunction with
Professor Nick
Eastmond's Honors
3030 class in race
and communication
in the United States
and South Africa.
Eastmond said his
class is working with
several groups on
the project, including
the BSU.
"To me, it's a natural alliance," he
said.
He said the goal is
to raise $10,000 to
build a school in one
of seven African
countries. He said
since the class focuses on South Africa,
the two-room school
will probably be built
there.
Eastmond said the

lump.wBSU.P.age.
9.

ATTIAA-CREF,
LOWEXPENSES
ARE
A IDGHPRIORITY.

Events throughout
U.S. teach diversity
Festival Sept. 3
through 5 in
Charlestown, R.I.
The Utah State
Many acts of various
University Black
music with diverse
Student Union may
roots will be presentnot be sponsoring
ed, the site said.
any events on camThe African Street
pus for Black History Festival will be in
Month, but commuNashville, Tenn., on
nity organizations
Sept. 17 through 19.
across the United
This ·ethnic
States will be hosting extravaganza· will be
many events meant
family-oriented and
to celebrate black
non-alcoholic,
culture.
according to the Web
These events are
site.
diverse in their conIn Towson, Md.,
tent, but they all aim the Baltimore
to increase awareCounty African
ness of black culture. American Cultural
These cultural
Festival will be held
~
events are listed at
on Sept. 18.
the USU
It will focus on old ~
i
Multicultural
traditions and the
~
Student Services'
shift in the African -~ .
Web site at
American culture in ·i~
multiculture.usu.edu.
Baltimore.
The Year 2000
The event will be -~
~
International African held in Towson's
Dance Conference
courthouse.
"'"'
will take place in
And finally, the
~-~
New York, N.Y.on
African Expo will be ·i
April 20 through 24.
held on Dec. 4
~
On Aug. 21
through 5 in
·
i
Muskogee, Okla.
through 2~._the
"'
1
African World
There will be over
Festival will be held
~
150 multicultural
~
in Detroit, Mich.
exhibits.
~
The festival will
The conference
host film presentawill be five days of
,::
tions, music, lectures, African drums, lee- ::
~
an artists' market
tures, dancer and
0
and family activities.
performances in the
There will be a
heart of New York
Rhythm and Roots
CifX.
NATALIE lARsON

Staff Writer
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financial services industry."

ll financial companies charge
operating fees and expenses -

some more than others.
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13.25Oz. Assorted

FritoLay
Potato Chips
BUYONEGETONE

FREE
OfferExpiresFebruary26, 2000
OfferGood OnlyAtLee'sMarketplace

Charlie's

IceCreamCone
LaigeChoice

Navel

Oranges

160z.

Bakery

Basis

CreamO'Weber
SourCream

18To200z.

Kellogg'sComFlakes
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- · Do you drive a ...

PIGPEN
Let the FOOTHILL WASH help you! We have SIX
Vacuums each powered by three motors with 40% more
time FOUR large Self Serve Bays and a state of the art
AUTOMATIC to wash away the salt and bring out the

SHINE.
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~iddle
of the block, ~j
the sign of the clock"..

l

W

''Middle of the
block, at the sign of
the clock" is the
address of S .E.
Needham Jewelers.
Although the street
address is 141 N. Main
Street, for decades
S.E. Needham's has used the phrase
''Middle of the block, at the sign of
the clock" as the address.
There has been a street clock in front
of S.E. Needham Jewelers throughout
most of its history. The present clock
was installed in the l 930s and before
that a different clock was used dating
to the tum of the century. This street
clock is set for complete accuracy
according to an atomic clock which
receives a radio wave every'24 hours
from Boulder, Colorado.
When shopping for diamonds, jewelry, clocks and watches, gifts and tableware look for the landmark of downown Logan, S.E . Needham Jewelers:

Confederate flag contrOversy
divisive, wastefLil, governor says

means they have asked indiBut to some citizens of
viduals, groups and associaSouth Carolina, the
Staff Writer
,
tions to cancel or move activConfederate flag is a symbol
ities planned for South
of what their forefathers
Stories of arguments and
"Middle of the blo;k, at the sign of the clock."
.~
Carolina until the flag has
believed to be correct.
disagreements are a common
been removed from the
Taking down the flag
thing today, but when the
dome.
would be saying South
disagreement is for some"Let's resolve
Carolina was
thing you believe in, it takes
this issue and
wrong to secede
'Thedebateoverthe let's resolve it
on a whole new meaning.
from the Union,
Such is the case concernHodges
they say.
Confederate
flag has now:
ing the display of the confedsaid. ·we must
"To us it is a
erate flag over the South
symbol of South
claimedtoomuchof move the flag
Carolina Capitol building.
from the dome
Carolinians who
our timeand
·1 personally believe the
to a place of
... suffered and
confederate flag should be
historical
died to protect
energy- energy icance on signiftaken down: said Gov. Jim
the
South Carolina,"
Hodges of South Carolina.
thatcan beput to State House
said Collin
Tve said that before and
grounds. The
Pulley, chairman
betteruse.'
voted that way in the past."
debate over the
of the heritage
The Confederate flag was
<::onfederate
committee for
hung on the South Carolina
flag has claimed
the Sons of
eQ:>v.jlMHoocES•
Capitol dome in 1962, to
too much of our
Confederate
SOUTHC-\R.OUNA
observe the 100-year
time and energy
Veterans. "It was
anniversary of the Civil War. commencing the
- energy that
then it has become a
can be put to better 1,1se
100-year anniversary of the
"l\IICHAELSince
constant source of debate
building schools, improving
war
and
not
for
any
bigot
DOUGLASbetween those who want the reasons:
health care and recruiting
...DELIVERS
ONE flag to be taken down and
jobs."
The flag should not be a
who believe having the
The flag represents African
constant reminder of racial
OFHISBEST those
flag there is a tribute to
American solders just as
differences, Pulley said. But,
PERFORMANCES
IN those men who died in the
he said. to some, maybe it is. much as it represents white
war, both white and black.
soldiers, Pulley said. He said
From 1978 to present, the
"The majority of South
people try to make it a racial
flag debate has been a conCarolinians understand that
r,1..- rnn'fn. 1wu.1.w; s1-o.v1,
stant issue in the Legislature. issue when it isn't.
we have two sovereign flags
"Aswe work to resolve this
It has even come to the
that represent all of us: the
issue, let us be sure that the
point today where the
''**** United States flag and the
lesson we leave to the next
National Association for the
Sl\11'1.\'\\O\DER' nt:·
state flag," Hodges said.
generation is that we learn
JliJ.e (ufo11i,•lH!Rli.-T\'
Advancement of Colored
"In its current location of
more by listening than by
People has begun boycotting
the State House dome, the
talking: Hodges said. "Let us
South Carolina from their
Confederate flag claims an
be sure our children learn
tourism spots, according to
inappropriate position of sov- . the Associated Press. This
that problems can be
ereignty," he said.
resolved only when we have
mutual respect for people
. ·-·
- .,.
with opposing backgrounds
1s2-3012
and views:
DEBBIE LAMB
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Snow Falling on Cedars

ValleyView
APartments

Now accepting rent for
Summer and Fall ZOOO

Call

(PG- 13)

Nightly7:00, 9:30
Saturday 2:00, 4:30

Shows Before

Hodges said the best solu- ·
tion to the debate would be
to have the flag taken down
from the dome and have it
placed next to a statue of
Confederate Gen . Wade
Hampton .
"There is no more appropriate place for the
Confederate flag than beside
an honored statesman , soldier and South Carolinian,"
Hodges said. "It is a simple,
appropriate way to resolve
the debate:
Putting the flag next to
the statue of Hampton is a
good location, but not as
good as where it is now,
Pulley said.
Hampton was commander
of Hampton's Legion of
infantry, artillery and cavalry
troops. He was promoted to
major general in 1863 and
lieutenant general in 1865.
Hampton served as governor
of South Carolina from 187679.
"This matter clearly has to
be resolved by the
Legislature." Hodges said.
·several years ago, the
Legislature specifically passed
a statute that says any
change in the presence of the
flag on the State House dome
and within the walls of the
Legislature had to be passed
by action of the Legislature."
Hodges said.
·we have fought this battle twice in the past five
years, and the wounds are
pretty fresh in the Legislature
from the last battle on this."
he said.

787-2100
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Being black in Logan means facing

Istereotypes,
KATHRYNSUMMERS

Staff Writer

Black Student Union
Treasurer Duane Finley said
just because he's black doesn't
mean he is at Utah State
University to play sports .
BSU President Brent Miller
and Vice President Jonathan
Abebe agreed.
"Not everybody plays football," said Finley. "We're here
on academic scholarship.·
"Talk to me. Get to know
me," said Abebe.
But he said some students
just assume all black students
play sports.
Finley, a business marketing major, said he has to have
a sense of humor because
people ask him dumb questions, like whether or not he
plays sports. People in Logan
are ignorant of and unex' posed to different cultures, he
said. It's not that people are
really racist, he said: it's that
they are unaware.
Rinley said he prefers being
called black or African
American, but not a minority.
"Here I find the word
'minority' used a lot," he said.
·rmfrom L.A.so I'm not used
to that. (It) is a weird thing for
me."
·we are a minority out

Art&
Classic
Mwie
Tlteatre

ignorance, students say
here though." said Abebe, who
was born in Africa.
Abebe said people wonder
why he would be in Utah if
not for sports. That's a stereotype of a black man in Utah,
and it's offensive. he said.
Many people are not even
aware of their prejudices.
Finley said.
·1 just take them as they
come and try not to get insulted," he said.
Bultu Hirpa, an electronics/computer technology
major, is from Africa. She said
it bothers her that people in
Logan can't pronounce her
name. She said she likes
teaching others about her culture.
She said people seem to be
very choosy about who they
will be friends with or talk to,
and she doesn't like that.
Hirpa said being black at
USU hasn·t really affected her.
She mostly focuses on school
and doesn't worry much
about anything else.
Miller said he thinks 1 Jrt
of the problem with race relations and understand 1gother
cultures is that very little is
taught in school.
"The only time I learned
about black history was during Black History Month." he
said.

Miller said children could
learn more while they were
younger and then wouldn't
have to resort to stereotypes
like those shown on television.
They would know from books
and school that black people
do other things besides play
sports. he said.
"I am a strong believer in
believing half of what you see
and none of what you hear,"
Finley said.
Most differences are cultural, not racial, Finley said.
Growing up in central Los
Angeles gave him experiences
different from someone who
grew up in Logan, he said.
"Being in Logan pushed me
to be a leader," Miller said. ·1
wouldn't be president of the
Black Student Union in
California. Here you have to
step up and do it yourself."
Finley said he likes Logan
because it is so uninhibited
and there is a lot of room for
change or at least petitions for
change.
A new multicultural fraternity and sorority is starting at
USlJ soon, Finley said.
The Multicultural Student
Clubs Office, which the Black
Student Union is part of. is
open to everybody, Miller said.
Its purpose is to promote
diversity on campus, he said.

It said at least half of these
children have no schools in
their communities and have
to walk miles to learn.
Miller said the BSU is also
planning a talent show and a
fashion show.
He said tomorrow's meeting will be dedicated to planning those activities.
Though they have no plans
for Black History Month, the
BSU has sponsored activities
on other important dates in
black history this year, including a candlelight vigil that
was held on Martin Luther
King, Jr., Day, Miller said.

The BSU is open to anyone
who wants to join. he said.
There are no dues and members don't need to sign up to
join.
"Just show up and be committed to what we're doing."
Miller said.
Members and a few friends
will be invited to the BSU's
closing social, Miller said. The
social will be what he called a
soul food dinner.
More information can be
found at the Multicultural
Student Clubs Office or by
e-mailing Miller at
slmlw@cc.usu.edu.
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Theaters

American Beauty<R>

IICENTENNIAl
MAN(PGJ7:00,9:2)

Nominated for 8 Academy
Awards including Best Picture!

GRIZZlY
FAUS
(l'Gl., 100

Tickets S6.00
S4.50 before 5 ·00pm

DEVELOPING
UtahState
~••..,
UNIVERSITY
•,;,-;;;;;;-::.
'
BOOKSTORE

Fri & Sat 4:45, 7:00 & 9:20 pm
Sunday 4:45 & 7:00pm
Mon & Thurs 7:00pm
141 North Main, Smithfield

THESIXlHSENSE
fG13JMoo
1,10,9,10
GIRlINTERRUPTED
Cl) Mon9al

563-8080

~

USUPresident's
Diversilg
Awards

Pres. Emert JnviteLNominatlons~for_
theSeverith~ual
·Utah-:State
University President's Diversity A~ard
1eRecognizesthose individuals who have made
significant contrtbutlons to further the, principles
and values of affirmative action, equal opportunity
and diversity.

eFive awards presented in the following cate.~ories:

BSU
Continuedfrom Page7
project is called Schools for
Africa and is run through the
International Foundation for
Education and Self-Help.
A press release from
Schools for Africa said the
program hopes to build 1,000
schools in different African
countries.
"At present, Africa has a
population of over 600 mil' lion, with 50 percent of this
group under the age of 15,"
the release said.

1. Facultv
2. 1\,!rn 111b trc1lo r
3. Staff

4. Student
5. Community member
For Nomination Guidelines, Contact the
Affirmative Actionl Equal Opportunity Office in
Old Main, Room 161
.
Logan, Utah 84322-1475
Telephone (435) 797-1266
Nominations

Must be Received by March 1, 2000

The International Student
Council is proud to present

'fhe
International
Banquet
Intemational food, entertainment and
fun! Ticket prices: $15, $12, $10,
available at the USU Ticket Office.
No tickets sold at the door.
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·Cl·o.ett
'
~
•

Free!

.

.- . , ·L
'

Mer the banquet
in the
International
Lounge.

Everyone Invited!

u

February 26
6 p.m.
TSC Ballroom

I

STATESMAN
0FACE:

797-ITJSFAX:797-1760
statesmancc.usu.edu
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■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER

I

www.statesman.usu.edu

01996 Tribune Media Services,Inc.
All Rights Resen/ed.

Wednesday,
February23
eFind out about Social

Work, 12:30p.m. HASS
Deans Conference Room,
Main Room 338.
Refreshments.
•·Memphis Belle7 p.m.,
SavingPrivate Ryan 9

p.m.,Lundstrom Student
Center 1295 E. 1000
North.

eusuTheatre "Our
Town"8 p.m. Morgan
watching as a Mechanism Theatre FAC
for Nature Tourism
Development"by Dr.
David Scott,TexasA&M
University,ECCRoom
303, 7 p.m.
Thursday,February24

e·AnExplorationof Bird

h

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!
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DEMO OF OUR NEW
PRODUCT. OUR
CEO I.AJANTSTO
SEE IT.

~

I
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CHANNELING THE
ANGRY ENERGY
OF A THOUSAND
DEAD SOULS.

!
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~

WHY CAN'T
YOU BE MORE
LIKE THAT?
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...
!

Friday,February25
• BloodDrive 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. TSC International
Lounge
eworld War II Veterans
Panel Discussion,7 p.rn.
Lundstorm Student
Center

•

e·Laugh out Loud!"

Dinner, Dance and Quick
Wits,6:30 p.rn.,$6 per
person. Institute Super
Activity.
eToe Tropican Spring
Jam Dance, Free CD's,
Prizesand great music.

F.Y.I.

797-3264
•Orientation for Ru.uia/Volga
adventure
(May18
through June 5) is FridayFeb.25, 7:30p.m. Main
Room207.The film documentary "St Petersburg·
willbe shown.Alfare invited.Call 797-1219
• UpcomingDates:March 1,Applicationsavail.for Summer • A I.HeWritingWorkshoptaught by Judy Eisley
willbe an interactive,hands-on workshop that aims
Fin. Aid:March 13 -17.No classesSpring Break:March 20,
Graduation ApplicationsDead.line(no late fee):March 27.
to help participantswrite their own stories.Feb. 26.
Open Registrationfor Summer:April 10,F.arlyregistrations 9 a.m. to Noon, ECCRooms205/207.Free and
for FallSemester:April 24-28,No test week:May 1-5.Final
open to the public.Refreshments.Call to reservea
seat 797-3351.
Examinations:May 5-6,Graduation:May 8, first day of
• International
Banquetis coming!Feb.26, 6 p.m.,
Summer Semesterclasses:August
3. Last day of Summer
Semesterclasses:August2, Firstday of FallSemesterclasses TSC Ballroom.Everyoneis invited.Come and enjoy
foodsfrom all culturesand performances.Ticketsat
• Attention sailingenthusiasts!
The USUSailingClub will
hold its monthly meetingon Feb.24,5 p.m. TSC Room335. TSC card officeor Spectrumticketoffice.
•There willbe a DieteticOubsocialon Feb. 24, 5 p.m.
• March 1 is the applicationdeadline
forthe
NFSRoom 202.Anyone interestedin Dieteticsis welcome. NationalStudentF.xchange.
Applicationscan be
There willbe info.on internshipsand how to get into the
pickedup in AcademicServices.TSC Room302.
major.Refreshmentswillbe served.
Exchangefor a semester or a year at over 150 col• Attentionallseamstresses!
Wouldyou be willingto help
legesand universities.
•SpringFormalDancesponsoredby lambda Delta
the PolynesianStudent Union make costumesfor our
annual luau? If so.you willreceive2 free ticketsto the
Sigma,March 3, 8:30 to 11:30p.m. S5/ Delt couple,
S7 non-delt couple:formal IDS standard dress,
show.Contact slygh(l!)cc.usu.edu
ASAP
• USUOutdoor RecreationCenter willsponsor Two
Girl's Choice:Photos, refreshments.
• The 2000-01DupontSc:ho1arship
applicatiom
African
handdrumming
dassesstarting Feb.23 for six
availableUSUWomen'sCenter,TSC Room310.
weeks.The Congoleseclasses6 to 7:30p.m. and the West
Undergraduatewomen or undergraduate American
Africanclasses8 to 9:30 p.m.The classeswillbe taught by
internationallyknow drummer Fred Simpson.Mr. Simpson minority men in civiland environmentalengineering or undergraduatewomen in engineering.Dead
willgivea free demonstration Feb.23, noon TSC
Auditorium.Fee $6000 sixweek class.Info. Outdoor Rec.
line March 10.Call 797-1728.
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S0XCD
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2 Yr Parts& Labor
Warranty!
FreeDelivery& Setup!
2 MonthsInternetService!

Regular MailIn YourFinal
Price Rebate
Cost!

NoPayments!
NoInterest!
Until March20001

6.4GB HardDrive

ROM

$69

-$20

56KInt. FaxModem $59

-$20

Scanner- 600DPI

$139

-$20

17"Monitor.27

$259

-$20

Mail-In Rebate CertificatesAvailableAt Store

OAC

87 East, 1400 North
755-5877

-$20

10.8GB HardDrive $159 -$20

Pentium II 400c CPU
New BX Motherboard
32MB DIMM RAM
16 Bit Sound
56K Modem
Installation

Pinecrest
Shopping
Cenrer
{Norrh
OfMoll)

$129

FREE T ~SH I RT!
With $100 Purchase +

FREE
COFFEE
MUG!
With

$25

Pu.rcha•e
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Time to hit the ice
HOCKIYPlAIDFFSBEGIN
TODAY.

SPORTSEDITOR:

Check Friday'sStatesmanto see how
USU fares in the RMCHAplayoffs.

797-1761
sports@statesman.usu.edu

Aggies still truckin: win 1~itt,

USU
takesnation's
longest
winning
streak
to NewMexico

USU's winning streak longest in
nation after 64-55 victory over Pacific
on just 17-of-36 attempts, with
junior forward Shawn Daniels
and junior guard Bernard Rock
The Utah State University
each going 4-for-11 from the
stripe.
men's basketball team continues
to make believers out of
Even sophomore guard Tony
doubters .
Brown. who is USU's best free
Before the season began,
throw shooter (went into the
many people didn't think the
game 45-for-50, 90 percent),
Aggies would be good enough to missed his only attempt.
finish any higher than fourth
"Maybe we got cocky." Morrill
place in the Big West
joked about his team's free
Conference. which is where they throws.
were picked to finish in the
Morrill did admit he was conEastern Division by the preseacerned toward the end of the
son media poll.
game when the Aggies were
But, with Utah State's 64-55
seemingly hitting just 1-of-2
victory (12th straight win overfreebie attempts.
all.
·1 was a little worlongest in the nation)
ried," Morrill said.
'Thescore "Shawn's going to be up
over the University of
the Pacific Saturday
wouldhave and down obviously
night at the Spectrum.
from the line. He's
beena lot made them when
the Aggies clinched at
least a tie for first place differentif we they've been important.
in the East with four
he really has:
games to play.
Rock, on the other
couldhave
"There becomes a
hand. who shoots
madesome almost 71 percent from
feeling of games that
you feel like you have
freethrows.' the stripe, shouldn't be
to have," said Utah
that up and down.
State head coach Stew
"That's very unusual
• DIONlwllY • for Bernard," Morrill
Morrill. ·1 think our
USUGU\RD
said. ·r don't think
guys felt like this is one
they had to have:
you'll see that happen
Prior to this victory.
again."
USU clinched one of the first
Rock agreed.
spots in the Big West
·r just wasn't concentrating
Tournament March 9-11. in
hard enough." he said.
Reno, Nev., by winning at the
But free throws were just part
University of Nevada. The team
of the reason Pacific (5-7, 10-14)
proved critics wrong by securing
stayed close to Utah State.
a spot in the post-season after
"Pacific causes problems with
being picked no higher than
all the little things they do."
fifth in the East by the preseaMorrill said. "All the junk
son coaches poll.
defenses they play. triangle-andtwo. box and-one ... We found a
While the Aggies (12-0 Big
West, 21-5 overall) struggled
way to win that basketball game .
from the field against the Wolf
It wasn't pretty. If we made
Pack, their defense played a
some free throws it wouldn't
contributing factor in the win,
have been quite so close:
as did their free throws (16-forAggie junior guard Dion
Bailey, agreed.
18, 15 in a row overall).
Perhaps the law of averages
"That is the first time that we
caught up with Utah State
have played against a junk
against Pacific.
defense," he said. "but we hanThe Aggies struggled mightily
dled it well. The score would
from the line as they connected
have been a lot different if we
WADE DENNISTON

MR.ON MORTON

Senior Sports Writer

Assistant Sports Editor

The 5-foot-10, 165-pounder also
handed out a game-high nine
assists, four shy of his career
high (13 vs. the University of
North Texas on
Feb. 3).
Utah State led the game from
the get-go, although Pacific did
tie the game once at 5.
After a dunk from the Tigers·
6-foot-9 sophomore center Mike
Preston cut the lead to 15-13,
the Aggies went on a 9-2 run ,
capped by a 3-pointer from
sophomore guard Rashaun
Thomas with 9:58 left in the
first half.
Pacific did cut the lead to five
on two occasions, but USU was
able to push its lead to 11 at

Riding the longest winning streak in the
nation, Utah State University travels to Las
Cruces. N.M, to take on preseason favorite New
Mexico State University Thursday.
And it will not be easy.
Aggie head coach Stew Morrill compares this
match-up with NMSU (17-7 overall, 8-4 Big
West Conference) to the road victory against
Long Beach State University Feb. 12.
"We're going to have to have a similar performance to have a chance to win at New Mexico
(State)." Morrill said.
The Southern Aggies have a lot to fight for
when the game tips off at 7:05 p.m.
"We come in having beaten them at our
pl~ce, !iaving some controversial things happen,
gomg m there 12-0. they're favorites to win the
league. They have a chance to go 12-4." Morrill
said. "It's going to be wild. It should be fun."
Having already clinched a tie for the BWC
Eastern Division title, Utah State can secure the
spot outright with a win Thursday.
And USU brings a lot of stats in their favor.
The Aggies(21-5, 12-0) are currently having the
best conference start in school history. They are
also the quickest USU team to 20 wins. Thanks
to that 12-game winning streak, USU has
climbed to 36th in the USA Today/ESPNpoll,
37th in the AP poll and 44th in the RPI rankings - NMSU is the next closest BWC team at
63rd.
However. in that streak USU is not dominating, just barely winning. But Morrill doesn't see
a problem in that.
·we find ways to win, and to be where we're
at is amazing." he said. "In this league, anybody
can beat us any night out. That's not coach
speak, that's a fact."
That anybody could be NMSU. The Southern
Aggies have won six of their last seven - not
including the loss to USU - and have won 25
of their last 27 at home this season, including
11 of 12 this season. USU is 7-13 at the Pan
American Center.
USU will have to either shut down star
NMSU guard Billy Keys or the rest of the team.
On Feb. 5, in the Spectrum, USU shutdown his
teammates as Keys scored a game-high 21
points.
"He's just an awfully good player that's hard
to contain." Morrill said.
That first game, outside of teammate Eric

JumptoJru/CKIN'.Page12

]lunp_toNtwMtxlroPage12

usu·sBrennanRaytakesa jump shot overPacific'sRoss Mills on Saturday.
could have made some free
throws."
Although they struggled from
the foul line, Daniels and Rock
were two big reasons the Aggies
were able to walk away with
their sixth consecutive win at
home.
The 6-foot-6, 250-pound
Daniels was able to lead all USU
players with 16 points (10th
straight time in double figures)
on 6-of-8 shooting from the
field, while totaling eight
boards. four steals (team had
nine) and two block~. all gamehighs.
Rock was the only other
Aggie to reach double figures as
he dropped in 13 points on 4of-8 shooting from the floor. 1for-4 from the three-point arc.

USU ends skids just in time for pl~yoffs,first game today
Ranger
Reub's-w
........
o...R....o_______

REUBEN WADSWORTH

_

Sports Writer

REUBEN
W~ORTH
tioc:KlYAJ'WlST
• Wadsworth
isasenior
fromBountiful.
USU assistant hockeycaptain NateAndersontold me
yesterdaythe hockeyteam,once
19-0--1,mighthave lostits
" ur_a"witf!J_hf_ians.
I hopenot. -Afternearlyeverygame,
headcoachJerry
Crossleyand
at leastoneof the playerstells
me to saysomethingaboutthe
fan supportin mygamerecaps.When I talkedto Wever
StategeneralmanagerBm
McLoudat the ColoradoState
game,he said he wished his
teamcouldgeneratethe
amount ofattendancethat
USU does.
The leeSheetis in Weber's
backyard,
and Aggiefans have

.
.

~

···•

to drivenearlyan hour to reach
thegames.Yet USU enjoys
higherattendance,and that

sa!§a wt.

· Don't let a coupleof losses
foolyou. Thisyear'sUSU team
is the bestever,and they need
your support- especiallyas
they start the regionalplayoffs
today.
With loudfans in the
stands,they are winners.
Without them,whoknows
what will happen.
I'll hopeto seeyou at the Ice
Sheet Wednesdayand Friday
nightsto watchUtahState
skateto the RockyMountain
CollegiateHockeyAssociation
Championship.

Th~ Utah State University hockey team
will open the regional playoffs today at
4:45 p.m. against the ProvoJcecats at the
Ogden Ice Sheet on the heels of a split at
home last weekend.
The Aggies·final regular season record
stands at 20-4-2.
Utah State University hockey assistant
captain Nate Anderson said any team is
subject to ·a bad day at the office."
That's just what happened to his USU
squad on Friday night as it was defeated 82 by arch-rival Weber State University.The
Aggies regrouped on Saturday. however.
and beat the Provo Icecats (Brigham Young
University), 6-1.
Anderson said he didn't fret after the
loss to Weber on Friday because on any
given night in hockey, one team can beat
another. He cited the example of Boston
University. a nationally-ranked team in the
East, that recently lost to a sub-par New
Hampshire squad by the same score his
Aggieslost to Weber: 8-2. The next night
Boston defeated New Hampshire 5-1.
The Wildcats proved
Anderson's theo-

ry correct when they lost at the University
make the score 5-0 going into the third.
of Utah 6-4 on Saturday, just one night
Weber scored the first two goals of the
after their victory over Utah State.
final period to go up 7-0 with 12:57left in
Anderson said Saturday's win over the
the game. USU scored its only two goals
Icecats was good for USU's morale after a
within a minute of each other at 11:13 and
four-game losing skid.
10:10 left. Anderson scored the first, and
·rt feels good to win again." Danny
teammate Ryan Froerer scored the second .
Wilson said of the much-needed victory.
Both goals were assisted by defenseman
"We're back in the loop again."
Aaron Sutliff.
"It is rather polar to win 19 in a row and
Weber State captain Warren Morton
then lose four,"Anderson said.
recorded a hat trick in the game.
Wilson said the team has a better attiA number of fights in the third period
tude now and is more relaxed after the vic- kept the officials busy. Twice the officials
tory over Provo. He saidit feels once more
had to separate players and wrestle them
like the Utah State team of old, the squad
to the ground to calm things down.
that was 19-0-1 before the trip to Colorado
One such occasion occurred with 2:09
three weeks ago.
left in the game when two fights broke out
The game against the Wildcats was
in two different areas, one down near the
uncharacteristic of USU hockey in that the
USU goal and one in the neutral zone
team fell behind early and could not
between the two team's benches . USU
rebound from the large deficit. After the
players Aaron Burrell and Marlen Marquez
first period, Weber was on top 4-0.
The second period was more defensive. JumptoHOCKEY.
Page13
Only one goal was scored in the period.
but it was the Wildcats that slipped it past
USU goaltender Eric
Moldenhauer to
.
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USU'sKelly froerer, (7) and WeberState's Zak Treasurego manoa manoas the

refereestry to seperatethem during USU's 8-2 loss to Weberon Fridaynight. The
loss was the Aggies' fourth straightafter openingthe season19-0-1. USU
reboundedon Saturdaynight with a 6-1 victoryover BYU - the Aggies' first
victory sinceJan. 29 - ending the skid beforethe RMCHA playoffsbegin today
againstBYU at 4:45p.m. at the JeeSheet in Ogden.
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TRUCKIN'
Continuedfrom Page11

Naturally,
the country's premiere leadership
school
offers a renowned staff of courteous instructors.

le.1t me fa(/get.

halftime, 38-27, following a dunk from junior center Dimitri Jorssen.
The Tigers got back into the game at the start of
the second half when they used a 12-7 run to close
the gap to 45-39, but the Aggies countered with
eight straight points. five coming from Bailey,
including his first 3-pointer of the year.
"Dion did a good job," Morrill said. "He's done a
go_odjob ... he's had some games where he plays six
mmutes and he's still a great kid on the bench
cheerleading. Then , all of a sudden. the last three,
four games, he's been a really valuable guy off the
bench:
Bailey finished the game with six points, two
boards, two steals and one assist in 17 minutes.
"It has been good coming off the bench and
being able to give a spark," Bailey said.
Pacific would never get any closer than six
points the rest of the way as USU was able to
maintain control of the ball longer than the Tigers'
would've liked by stalling. The Aggies were also
able to hit 7-of-12 free throws down the stretch.
Despite allowing Pacific to shoot 46.3 percent
from the field (usually allow 40.7 percent per
game), Utah State lived up to its billing as one of
the best defensive teams in the Big West.
The Aggies recorded nine steals (30 in their last
three games), forced 19 turnovers and blocked
three shots.
·we just turned the ball over too many times·
said U of P head coach Bob Thomason . "That w~s
probably the key to the game:
Offensively, Utah State was able to shoot 47.7
percent from the field and 45.5 percent from
beyond the arc. Nine players were able to score at
least one point , with the bench contributing 14.
The Tigers were led in scoring by senior guard
Clay McKnight with 16 points on 5-of-9 shooting
from the field and 5-of-8 from beyond the arc.
Sophomore forward Mike Hahn added 10 for
Pacific.
USU now has a chance to clinch the Eastern
Division title outright by winning at second-place
N_ewMexico State University (8-4, 17-7) Thursday
mght.
"We'll have to play very well there, obviously, to
have a chance to win," Morrill said of playing at
the Pan American Center in l.as Cruces, N.M. "It's
nice to be going in there sitting in the position
we're in."
This will be the last road trip of the year for
Utah State before heading to Reno for the Big West
tournament as it will play the University of North
Texas on Saturday in The Super Pit.
USU will finish out the regular season at home
March 2 and 4, with games against the University
of Idaho and Boise State University, both at
7:05 p.m.

Two Pacificplayershelpeachotherup during

Saturday'sgame. USU has beenknocking
over thecompetionall seasonlong,on its way
to a 12-0recordin the Big West Conference
.

NEW
MEXICO
Continuedfrom Page11
Channing (who scored 13), the rest of
the Southern Aggies combined for 17.
USU will try to counter with a strong
starting five and timely contributions
from the bench. While all five starters
average eight points or more, it has been
bench players Brennan Ray, Dion Bailey
and Rashaun Thomas who have given
Utah State the extra push to win.
"They're giving us energy and good
play when they check into the game;
Morrill said.
Then there is Curtis Bobb, who
scorched the NMSU Aggies for 13 points
on 3-of-4 shooting from the 3-point line.
That balance has been the story for
USU all year: the Aggies have no go-to
player. In fact, USU has just one player
in the top 15 in scoring in the BWCShawn Daniels, who averages 14.2 ppg
and is tied for the 15th spot.
But Aggies do lead in other categories.
Daniels leads the conference in blocks
(1.65 per game) and is second in
rebounds (8.2) and field goal percentage
(.592, he averages 36 percent from the
line).
Junior college transfer point guard
Bernard Rock leads BWC in assists with
~.77. Not bad for a player who was playmg football last year at New Mexico
Military Institute, Morrill said.
"We've been pleased with him from
day one; he said.
After Thursday's game, the Aggies will
travel to Denton, Texas to take on the
University of North Texas Saturday at
6:30 p.m.

WORLDWARII
• •
?;~,

W E E K

T RIBUTE

CJ~

22nd 7:00pm;

Audio/Visual Presentation
Multimediapresentation
givinga closerlookat
WorldWar II by Dr. DeniseConover(USUHistory
Department)

CW~,

CJ~23ut7:00prrv

Movie Presentation
MemphisBelle(PG-13)7:00pm
SavingPrivateRyan(R) 9:00pm
Bring a pillow and a blanket

?;~,

CJ~24tk7:00prrv

Panel Discussion
Opportunities
to askquestions
and discuss
WorldWar
II withVeteransof the war

· All programs will take place in the Lundstrom Student Center 1295 E. 1000 N.
Sponsored
by USUHousingand FoodServicesandthe ResidentHallStudentAssociation
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HOCKEY
ContinuedfromPage11
were ejected as a result
Though Utah State has seen its share of
scuffles this season. Friday night's fights
- arked the first time the whole season a
;. USU player had actually thrown a punch.
USU captain Ryan Keyes said the Weber
team was initiating the disqualifying penalties late in the game, even with a big lead,
~ which he thought wasn't wise for the win- ning team to do. He said the two teams
really dislike each other and tempers started to flare.
Wilson said his USU team was frustrated against Weber because the Wildcats
built a big lead quickly that the Aggies
couldn·t recover from.
USU head coach Jerry Crossley said the
team had gone through some ·rough inter-

nal chemistry· before the Weber game and
were trying to do too much. Most of it WqS
his team's own doing because they weren't
up for the challenge, he said.
"The only team that can beat USU is
USU themselves," Anderson said, emphasizing the need to play as a team and not as
an individual.
Anderson said the Aggieswere too hesitant against the Wildcats and expended
energy at times when it wasn't necessary.
USU was losing some of the little battles to
get to the puck, he said.
According to Anderson, the team had a
lot of good chances, especially in the first
period, but couldn't connect on them. If
USU would have converted some of those
attempts, Anderson said the game would
have been completely different
Keyes said his USU squad hasn·t stepped
up to the level of Weber or Colorado State
University in the last few weeks. But by los-

ing and then playing harder as a result,
Keyes thinks his team should be more prepared for nationals. ·
"Hopefully we can keep that winning
thing going."Crossley said after the win
over the Icecats. "They've won enough this
year they know how to win."
Crossley said the team needs to play
together in order to be victorious.
According to him, his Aggieshave enough
talent, they've just got to have confidence
and trust in one another.
Even after the WSU loss. Anderson said
his USU bunch is talented and have one of
the best teams in the nation. They just
have to come out with enthusiasm and
more focus to win in the Regional Playoffs.
Barring any unforeseen mishap in the
game today against the Icecats. Wilson said
the team will likely meet Weber again on
Friday night for the RMCHAchampionship.
·
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Beam hurts USUagainst Denver

753-1541

Aggies still struggling
to keep their balance
LYNNmE HOFFMAN

Scholarghip
Opportunity

Sports Writer
The Utah State University
gymnastics team beat No. 11
University of Denver on
vault and floor. and was just
.025 behind on bars.
But a fall on beam ended
what might have been
another upset victory for the
Aggies. who recently edged
No. 14 Brigham Young
University.
Denver was solid, finishing the meet with no falls
and a score of 194.925. Utah
State was second in the fourway meet in the Spectrum
Friday night. with a score of
194.525. Southern Utah
University finished third
with 193.575, and the
University of California at
Santa Barbara scored
190.600.
"Believe me, l'm not
totally disappointed with our
level of performance
tonight; USU head coach
Ray Corn said. "There were a
USU'sChristyDensonperformson the beamin the Spectrumon Friday.
lot of bright spots."
Senior Christy Denson
"She certainly did that
ond place, behind Denson.
won the all-around with a
tonight."
All three earned 9.875, a
score of 39.225. just in front
·r just feel warmed up. I
career-high for Ellis. Utah
of Denver's Jenny Ebdon and don't feel like I get cold, and
State's Jessica Porter and
Sachi Ena, who scored
it's nice to get it over with;
Kristen Bloom both scored
39.200 and 39.175, respecDegener said. "Then you get
9.8s.
tively. Denson
to enjoy everyAlthough the Aggies have
~earned 9.9s on
body else's rou- hit their beam routines at
both the bars and
'Wecameroaring tines."
two meets on the road this
floor. winning bars
The Aggies
year, they have struggled at
back.I thinkthe began the com- home. Degener and Ellis
for the fourth
meet in a row,
both performed cleanly to
ladiesreallygritted petition with
while tying Ebdon
six clean
start the team out well, but
for the floor title.
it up,realizingthat vaults. and
freshman Nicole Kilpatrick
Kirra Degener
sophomore
fell twice. and Porter fell on
onlythegreatestof Megan
turned in another
her layout mount. She
set of solid perforWoolstenhume
regained her composure and
floor
performances
mances on three
finished seclooked strong as she comevents. The sophocouldperhapspull ond on the
pleted her routine. but her'
more earned
behind
score still reflected the fall.
thisthingoff.' event,
9.775s in both
Ebdon. Her
With only floor left, the
floor and bars. and
powerful vault
Aggiespushed for a come. 9.725 on beam.
scored a career
•RAYCoRN•
back.
She was first up on
USUHEADCOA.CH
high 9.775.
·we came roaring back;
all three events, a
The event
Corn said. ·r think the ladies
position somedid not go as
really gritted it up. realizing
times regarded as
smoothly for
that only the greatest of
one of the most difficult as
Denver.
floor performances could
judges have a reputation for
"Vault was our toughest
perhaps pull this thing off."
scoring the first athletes
event; Denver head coach
However. even hitting all
lower. But Degener said she
Melissa Kutcher said. ·we
six floor routines wasn't
enjoys being responsible for
were a little fatigued."
enough this time, and the
setting the tone of the event.
But Denver gymnasts
Aggies couldn't catch Denver.
"Your first gymnast up is
were strong on bars. as Ena
"We really poured it on.
in a very important position
and Melanie Schiff tied USU especially on floor." Degener
to set the pace: Corn said.
freshman Tina Ellis for secsaid.

for Students

Interested

in

Creative Writing & the Environment

Hubbard Family Scholarship
Qualifications:
*
*
*
"

creative writing interest and ability (poetry, fiction, nonfiction)
commitment to the protection of the Earth's ecosystems
upper-division undergraduates Uuniors and seniors)
demonstrated academic achievement

Award:
" full-tuition & fees ($3000)
" 6-7 scholarships will be awarded
Procedure:
Applications should include the fo llowing:
--a resume
--unofficial transcript
--a letter of interest with evidence of qualifications
--writing sample (e.g., poetry, fiction, nonfiction)
--names of three faculty references

Send materials to Jay Greene, (435) 797-2846, College of
Humanitiee;, Arts & Social Sciencee;,Old Main 338 by
March 1, 2000 (extended deadline).

5

1:10

p.m.

finding

a great

job.

While you're doing your th i ng, we're doing ours.
Matching you to great jobs with hundreds of top
employers - 24/7.
Log on to www.jobdirect.com/cash
for a chance to win $500 today!

lobDirect.com<tP
Where students and employers click!
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Voicesand Views

Sf::tesman

NOM1CttoMSKY,
AlJTltOR,1992:

"Ifwe don't believein freedom of

WflOR
IN CHIEF

expression for people we despise.we

797-1762
Editor(g)statesman.usu.edu

don't belieyein it at all."

Rulesof etiquette
for the new
millennium

About

LETTERS

Lengthshouldbe
limitedto 3flJ words.
All lettersmaybeshortened, editedor rejected
for reasonsofgoodtaste,
redundancyor volume
of similarletters.

SUGHTil'

No anonymousletters
will be published.
Writersmust signall
letters,with phone
number(ore-ma,1
address)and student
numberclenrlystated.
letters represennng
groups- or morethan
oneindividual- must
have a singularrepresentative clenrlystated,
with all necessaryID
and infonnation.

Writersmust wait21
daysbeforesubmitnng
successiveletters- no

Letterscan behand
deliveredor maz1edto
TireSlalesmnnin the
TSC 319, or canbe
e-mailedat

INTHEHEADLIGHTS
/ BrycePetersen
It was 2
a.m. and I was
lost and frustrated. The gas
station attendant had never
heard of the
hot springs. It
was disheart-

tdilo,@

statesman.usu.tdu

Statesman
STAFF
EDITOIHN-OllEP.

faredSterzer
NEMIDfTOIC
Vicky Campbell
fEATIJRES
EDITOIC

JustinBerry
Sl'ORTSEDITOR:

CaseyHobson
PHoroIDfTOIC

UzMaudsley
CoPvEDITOIC
HeatherFredrickson
Wnu:EDITOR:
LauraBellamy
£.orroRw._IICWIO!

J11redSterzer
HeatherFredrickson

DougSmeath
LeahCuller

Answering machines: If
you
become
extremely
annoyed at persons with
answering machines it is
permissible to leave the
message, "I think this is the
right address. Oh, well,
since you're not home, we'll
just drop off that 800
pounds of manure you
ordered in the driveway."
Call Waiting: This is the
electronic version of "I've
got a pie in the oven." It is a
polite excuse to get out of a
conversation with just about
anyone. If you are the person being put on hold, it is
appropriate to give this person's phone number to the
National
Association
of
Pyramid
Sales
Telemarketers.
Compost Piles: Whereas
it would normally be conthe past. In addition, there arose
Banking/Teller Machines: • sidered obnoxious to talk
the faint but distinct smell of sul- There is yet no established about garbage at a social
fur .
polite distance for standing function
involving
food,
"Turn left!" he cried.
in line behind somebody
compost piles can be disI turned left, onto a small dirt extracting money from an cussed and admired for their
road. Now I was paying attention. automated teller machine.
environmental
attributes.
The thrill of the moment, my lust However, the emerging cus- Your own Personal Landfill
for life, my desire to explore and tom in most big cities is (PL) can be discussed at
conquer had awakened. I would approximately the length of nearly all social occasions.
not miss the sign now. Roads a gun barrel especially for For the inhibited, try these
branched off to the right and left, evening withdrawals.
conversation starters. "You
but I held my course, never
For most other areas and ought to see mine rof" or
wavering, full of an unearthly
times of day the old bumper
"Look at the steam rising off
confidence.
sticker adage "If you can. that baby" or lastly , "T he
The sulfur smell died and voic- read this, you're too damn worms
really
love
it. "
es of skepticism clouded up on close" applies to teller
(Etiquette clarification: An
the horizon, but I was unmoved. machines.
old couch piled high with
The dirt road turned to pavement
Cellular Phones: It is con- newspapers isn't recognized
and the doubters grew louder, sidered extremely tacky to as a legitimate PL.)
more insistent.
call other cellular phone
Smoking: If you still
"Maybe we've come too far ... owners across the restaurant smoke, you are socially
maybe we should have taken that even though it is possible. It doomed. Take note that it is
left ... maybe we just missed it," is equally impolite to ask now permissible for even
the dark voices whispered. But I others to "leave the room"
grossly overweight people
drove on, spurred by ghostlike when you are taking a per- who spit, pick their nose in
sonal call on your car celluJump
toRooAnoN.
Page15
Jumpto ETIQJJETTL
Page15
lar phone.
Will
my vegetarian
friends
b
e
offended
if I serve
I a r g e
slabs of
near bleeding beef at my dinner party? How should I feel
about call waiting? Can I
compost that old flowered
couch?
It's not easy being a consumer these days. The pressure
to
simultaneously
exhibit political correctness
and proper etiquette can
cause undue anxiety. The
following list is meant to
solve this dilemma by providing updated rules of
thumb for the new millennium consumer:

A hot spring revelation

exceptions.•

ening.
"We must be in the wrong
county," I said.
He shrugged his shoulders. He
didn't know. He didn't care. The
rest of the group didn't care
either. This was more exciting
than a cold and lonely bed, and
besides, they said, "we've never
been here before."
However, I had been to the little hot spring in the middle of
nowhere. I wanted to go there
again, but I had seen nothing
familiar for over an hour. The
thri II of the moment, the lust for
life, the desire to explore and conquer were dead. The only thing

Associated

Stu

that was left was a stubborn
refusal to fail. I had promised to
show them something and by gum
they would see it, or we would
perish in the middle of the west
desert - out of gas and out of
water.
We needed a revelation.
"Someone needs to have a revelation," I said. "And it's not going
to be me, not in this state."
They were peaceful and happy
and could be able to receive
supernatural guidance. I wouldn't
have seen a floating neon sign
drifting along in front of our car
flashing arrows and encouragement. I had been cut off. It was up
to them. One of them laughed at
my suggestion , another stared
vacantly out the window.
"Hey, we had a family reunion
at that church," said the other.
I slowed down anticipating the
next sign. We passed a familiar
orchard, an old farm house and a
cemetery, all recognizable from

a..~nts

0

Orr CENTIR / DennisHinkamp
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t,ffRel\'1
all•about
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E-WEEK
COLLEGE

"What do you thi.nk?

OF ENGINEERING

Purge Policy

12:30 P.M., BETA BOWL, TSC SUNBURST
1 :30 P.M. DILBERT
LOOK-A-LIKE,
SUNBURST
2 P.M. ASCE BRIDGE
BUILDING,
SUNBURST
2 P.M. MOUSETRAP
CAR, INT'L LOUNGE
2 ·:30 P.M. SWE MYSTERY
DESIGN,
INT'L LOUNGE
3 P.M., BETA BOWL VS. NR, SUNBURST
3:30 P.M. SWE CALCULATOR
DRAW, SUNBURST
3:30 P.M. BASKETBALL
LAUNCHER,
SUNBURST

If you don't pay for your classes by the deadline, the classes you registered for are dropped,
and students must register again to get back into
classes.
Some students aren't satisfied with this
method. If you have comments or solutions, e-mail
Matt Malouf SLK1S@cc.usu.edu

Aggie Leadership Academy
Leadership Laundry Retreat - new and improved formula
for improved leadership skills!
from Friday Feb. 25, 5 p.m. - Sat. Feb. 26, noon
Meet in front of the University Inn
Open to everyone

-----------------J
FRIDAY,

9-4 P.M.

FEBRUARY

THANKS

WEEK:

MARV 'N' JOE
USU

$1
HAZEL'S@

THE HUB

ill-

TO SPONSORS:

HEWLETT-PACKARD
NOVELL
(OMEGA
HOUSING
AND FOOD
THE HUB

SERVICES,

EXXON
SOCIETY
JUNIOR

$5

Sign up in the Val R. Christensen Service Center or @
Aggieleadership@yahoo.com

BLOOD DRIVE, TSC INT'L LOUNGE
ALUMNISPEAKERS,TBA
AWARDS BANQUET,
COPPERMILL

6 P.M.,

ALL

......

25TH

OF WOMEN ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING
STATE

Mardi
Gras
.
March
coming
4

Enterour contestto name the new
TSCcustomer service center!!
The center houses...
illUSUCard
lnfomation
illTickets & more
C The winning entrant will win
■$50 on their USUCard
Enter in TSC326 or on the weJ .

-Ill-Ill-

3

www.usu.edu
/asusu
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your dog's Frisbee catching
exploits in the absence of
Continuedfrom Page14
baby pictures. However, if
your friends' dog starts sendpublic and drive cars that get ing your dog Christmas cards,
seven miles per gallon to ver- somebody should seek probally abuse smokers for thei_r fessional help.
Recycling: Throwing an
"nasty habit."
Meat Eating: Bringing a aluminum can into a trash
bowl of meatballs to a Sierra can is likely to draw angry
Club meeting may be as glances, so it is permissible to
repugnant as having a Happy carry around empty cans in
the back seat of your cars, in
Hour
at an Alcoholics
your pockets, backpack or
Anonymous
Meeting.
Vegetarianism has become a purse. Empty beer cans in
status symbol in some circles. your car, however, will still
You can break the ice at pre- be considered "open containdominantly vegetarian social ers" in accordance with Utah
gatherings with the statement: liquor laws.
Fanny Packs: Never, ever
"Is that tofu or did somebody
accidentally chop up a dish compliment persons of either
gender on their fanny pack
towel in the stir fry?"
OINK Psuedofamilies: Due unless you are absolutely
to the increased number of sure they're wearing one.
DINKs (Double Income No
Dennis Hinkamp's column
Kids) it is now socially
appearsevery Monday in The
acceptable to substitute phoUtah Statesman.
tos and humorous stories of

ETIQUEIIE

REvEiATION
Continuedfrom Page14
memories, blurred and faded
by time, but compelling and
real even still.
And hallelujah, the trumpets blared and the glory of
the sight impressed all in
attendance . The nay-sayers
were promptly exiled from
our midst by unanimous
decision. The dark voices
were silenced and the faithful partook of the fruit of
Stinky Springs.
That's what the locals call
it on account of the awful
smell. While I soaked in the
soothing · water, the others
roamed around taking in the
beauty. One squatted behind
a nearby bush and was
blessed with six precious
bites right on her ...
Another, led by the seer

who had seen the vision that
brought us to this promised
land, managed to find the
bloated remains of a ewe that
had moved, recently, on to a
better place. She managed to
acquire 67 mosquito bites on
one poor leg (she counted
her blessings). The visionary
man himself refused to get in
the water because the temperature was so extraordinarily high ("like the fires of
hell," he said).
I felt great. It had been a
long hard road, but after
years of directionless searching, all it took was a little
inspiration to get me back to
paradise. And the smell was
completely gone in just over
a week.

THEEVENT
FOR AGGIE GRADS
Everythingfor your graduation... all in one place!

Wednesday, February 13, 1000

I

!
I

1

9 am-3 pm

1

I

Taggart
Student

GRADFAIR 2000

Sunburst
Lounge

is brought to
you by the Utah
State University
Bookstore and
these sponsors:

.I

Center

•
•
•
•

ArtCarved Rings
CB Announcements
ChurchHill Frames
CSI Go ld Medallion
Gifts
• Franklin Covey

Register
for
Prizes

BrycePetersonis a journalism
majoranda staff writerfor the
Statesman. Send commentsto
breezlybruin@yahoo.com.

USU Departments:

Order your graduation announcements
from CBAnnouncements,purchase a classring
from ArtCarved Rings,select a frame from
ChurchHillFrames,make an appointment for
your graduation photo, and choose a giftfrom
the USU Bookstore.

• Alumni Relations
• Career Services
• Photo Services
• Scholarships &
Financial Aid
• Aerospace Studies .

Exhibits

Wnte for lhe LJt;1h
1
Stc1tes111c111

Con1e to

rsc 315

packed with graduation
information and products, includingUSU
campus departments providingservices for the
continuinggraduate.

for rn1Jre,,1forn1;1t:on.

ltahllilte
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
www.bookstore.usu.edu

"ONiy mv noTes

can sAve Him
NOW.

11

VisiT tHe AllNewVeRsitv.com
Lecture noTes . tutoRials . researcHcenTer
{we'ReeveN givinG awav A ereaTh-taKingtriP to EuRope)

- alwaYs

40.365 oPen-

II

Whereto gowhenyouneedto know.

PAGE
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Sextradeincreasing
1n international
traffickin
WASHINGTON(AP)- With as
many as 2 million women worldwide
forced into sexual slavery,the sex
trade seems to have replaced narcotics
as the favored illegal trade activity,
White House officialstold at a Senate
hearing Tuesday.
Harold Koh, assistant Secretary of
State for democracy,human rights
and labor. said international criminals
are moving away from "guns and
drugs" to marketing women.
"There are weaker restraints and
growingdemand," Koh told the Senate
ForeignRelations subcommittee on
Near Eastern and Southern Asian
Affairs.
Sen. Sam Brownback,R-Kan.,who
chaired the hearing, spoke of meeting
some women victims during recent
travels to Asia and called the trade
"the greatest manifestation of slavery
in the world today."

"They are told they will be taking a gling fee" of $2,500 that she had to
said Teresa Loar,director of the
President's Interagency Council on
job as a nanny and are given money
pay off by selling herself to men.
Women.
of their family. Then they are taken
"We worked six days a week and
12-hour days," she said. "We mostly
Feeder countries for the slave trade
across a border and held against their
include Ukraine, Albania, the
will,"he said.
had to serve 32 to 35
Philippines,Thailand, Mexicoand
"We are only begina day."
'Two-thirds come clients
Law enforcement offiNigeria. according to officials.
ning to learn the methFrank E. Loy,Undersecretary of
ods of this industry,"
backwith AIDS cials raided the brothel
State for Global Affairs, said the
and while some of the
Brownbacksaid. "Twoor tuberculosis. traffickershave been pros- Clinton Administration approach has
thirds come back with
AIDSor tuberculosis.
They basically ecuted, some escaped cap- focused on preventing the trade from
ture and returned to
getting established, protection and
They basicallycome back
assistance for victims and prosecution
to die."
come back to die.' Mexico.she said.
of traffickers.
.
Solid numbers on the
A woman called Inez
scope of the problem are
Loysaid the administration has !
and disguised to protect
•S\M8Ro'MIIBACX•
hard to come by, but best
stopped short of pushing for economf
her identity testified that
LIS.Sf.NATOR
sanctions against offending nations, •
estimates show at least
she was forced into a life
50,000 women brought
however, because that would curtail
of sexual slavery in the
efforts to build an international effort
United States by traffickers in her
into the United States annually for
· to combat the problem.
~
forced labor, officialssaid.
native Mexico.
A breakdown of international bor- . Billsaimed at curbing trafficking •
She said she was duped by men
have been introduced in the House
ders and expansion of trade are
who promised her work at a restauand Senate.
rant but said she owed them a "smug- among the factors fueling trafficking,

◄

A high price at a high cost 'Q,IPl1~{~f;y~le.t
'Unv~il,S
carf
Higher oil prices
withhigh}uel.economy
-!
help Iraq earn
faster-but
civilians still suffer
BAGHDAD,
Iraq (AP)- A
handful of protein biscuits
seems like too little, too late
for ZakiyaAbdulrahman's
family.
Nonetheless, the biscuits
are a windfall for the pregnant woman with five children whose family'sincome is
less than $1 per day - and
they are possible only because
of a rise in world oil prices.
The costlyoil means Iraq is
earning more money under
the U.N.oil-for-foodprogram
designed to let it skirt trade
sanctions for the good of its
people.
Recently,that has meant a
small improvement for
Abdulrahman and nearly

5,000 other malnourished
mothers and children in the
low-incomeBaghdad neighborhood of Mashahda: six
high protein biscuits a month
per person. That is in addition
to free rations of rice. flour,
legumes, sugar and tea distributed under an earlier phase of
the oil-for-foodproject.
But Abdulrahman and her
five children are still in dire
need. Abdulrahman's husband
earns his tiny income selling
groceries from a cart. Her 11month-old boy weighed 13
pounds - the norm for that
age is almost 20 pounds when a community care volunteer put him on an electronic scale.
In the past three months,
regular power cuts in
Abdulrahman's neighborhood
have lasted as long as 16
hours a day. Brokenpipes
inundate some streets with
sewage.Children scour
garbageheaps in search of

seems intent on discouraging
support for the candidate
ContinuedfromPage2
most identifiedwith the proindependence sector on
strengthen U.S.-Taiwanese
mil- Taiwan.
Lockhartrecalledthat in
itary relations.
1996,"we responded appropriRubin said military ties
with Taiwan,authorized under ately to what was viewedas a
threat And that should give
the Taiwan RelationsAct,has
you some indication of how
enabled the United States to
be "second-to-none"in its sup- we view this situation."
At the Pentagon,
port of the anti-communist
bastion. He said that arrange- spokesmanKenneth Bacon
ment has served U.S.interests said there has been no change
in U.S.military operations in
extremelywell
the Pacificin response to the
"Nobodyshould doubt our
threat
willingnessto act in our own
"It is only rhetoric at this
national interest" Rubin said.
point," Baconsaid.
In 1996,China fired
Baconsaid "it would be
nuclear-capablemissilesnear
extremelydifficultfor China to
Taiwan'stwo largestports,
promptingthe United States to carry out an invasion"of
Taiwan.giventhe Chinese milsend two aircraft carriers and
itary's limited capacityto exeother warshipsto the region.
cute a large amphibiousoperaChina's muscle-flexingat
tion.
the time was related to
Lin Chong-pin,Taiwan's
impending presidentialelecvice chairman of a council
tions. The new threat from
that handles Taiwan'sChina
Beijingappeared aimed at
policy,would not directly
influencingpresidentialelecaddress the new threat but
tions on Taiwan set for next
said tensions would not ease
month. Analysts·saidChina

TAIWAN

used tin cans and bottles they
can sell to recyclers.
Such misery exists despite
Iraq's oil reserves,and despite
the fact that the price of the
crude basket of the
Organization of Petroleum
ExportingCountries has risen
from a low of below $11 a
barrel in 1998 to more than
$27.
While the increase has
boosted Iraq's revenues, it isn't
doing much to help the country's poor because much of
the money is either taken
away or blockedby the United
Nations, Iraqi officialssay.
Iraq is not allowed to freely
sell its oil on world markets
under sanctions imposed to
punish it for its 1990 invasion
of Kuwait.
The sanctions cannot be
lifted until U.N.inspectors
certify Iraq is not producing
weapons of mass destruction.
Iraq has barred inspectors for
the past year.

as long as Beijingrefuses to
acknowledgethat China is
split and each side is controlledby a separate government
"Untilwe unify,both sides
of course will have different
viewsabout what ·one China'
means,"Lin said.
The latest flare-up comes
amid PresidentClinton'sdrive
to win congressionalapproval
of permanent trading benefits
for China, part of a deal to
admit Beijinginto the World
Trade Organization, which sets
the rules for globaltrade.
Opponents are likelyto
seize on the new Chinese
stand in hopes of blockingthe
trade package.Lockhart insisted that it should not affect the
vote.
"The agreement is very
much in our country's interest
and our national interest," he
said. "This is a one-sided
agreement benefiting
Americanbusiness,American
workers,Americanfamilies.
We should move forward on
that basis."
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Offering 90 bulls, yearlings and two year olds
Reds Blocks polled PAP and fertility tested
Bred to poss on the best combination of caMng
ease. growth. maternal traits and good disposition
Bulls can be seen at Kings Feedlpt in Montrose
For information, coll Roger at 970-323-0970 or

-

SATTERWHITE LOG HOMES
TOLL PREE 1-888-UTAH-MILL

Lives1ock Auction · Montrose, CC

(1-888-882-4645)

De.ve at 970-323-6833
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METALMART

1200E.100S. LEHI,UT• 800-947-0249
Call For FREE Stock/Price List!

Subject to prior sale.

• SoldAs Is • WillCallLehi,Ut

: technologyto the DodgeDtira!189's~ utilityyehide. __.. .·
' :·,: niat SUVfuu@·be on the m~rket ~th 20 percent higfler:
,luel efficie:ncy
around 2003,Holdensaid,if Congress .
t· approves
'°a $3,000tax
credit
for fuel~effident
vehiclesthat
,,.~ ~~:the pr~m,d.en~'s1>;;o~eij
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Joe Goggins, Auctioneer
Western Slope Livestock
Over 200 Bulls From Over SO Breeders,40
Select Females Bringing Angus Maternal Traits
to Your Herd! Free Delivery Within a 300 Mlle
Radius with the Purchase of 5 Bulls-or More • .,,. •

•

;•• '<· u-....

.,..

Contact Bob Hardman, Sales Manager970-327-4300 or Bill Rooks 97~7

We offer you the best manufactured homes in the industry.

NOI«BRIDGE

HOMES

5471 South 320 West• Murray, Utah
Six models showing daily, Mon.-Sat. 9-6

WHQLESALE PRICES
Triple Section from ... $52,900
Double Section from ..$29,990
Log Homes from ...... $34,900

Toll Free 1-877-606-4663
www.fuquahomes.com

All-Breeds Bull Test Sale
Saturday, March 18, 2000 • 1:00 pm
IMPROVEMENT Producers Auction • Salina, Utah
Sale preview begins at 12:30 pm
UTAH
BEEF

For more information, contact:
Steven B. Best, Financial Consultant

ASSOCIATION

60 E. South Temple, Suite 1900, Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(

www.oowdoctor
.c:onwlahbulllest

Raised on highforage ration • Gain a,u/ yearling weight ratios• Guaranteedb,uders
• Rib eye area and bacli:fatscans• Semen lested • JOO%rricJrr,.,,e
Satelliteco~ge by

@2000Salomon
Smill1
Barney
Ir.:.Member
SIPC.Salomon
SmthBamey
Isaservice
mnct Salomon
SmlllBarney
Inc.
Amemberof atiqroup't

~

·•·

•Uiecar'Shybridengi?e
.

Saturday
March 11 • 1 pm

An investment plan as unique as your needs.

SALOMONSMrrnBARNEY

b~~5r~hit~

r ·shgttecltnQl(?g'y
•-hutat<iown;;.t0:-earth
prices,··
·•said•James_,,.

1-888-325-7733

(801) 322-7694
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~!~d~~ ·=ti:rninpi,ttrtije

Call toll-free .........Do it now!

1888
5

:- :)

,, engme rm~
_tedto an el~

close-to-home. Most Cenaua lleld Jobslut four to 11Xweeks.We provide
training, and mileage relmburltment, and we pay our Censua takers and
CNW lelclers weekly. The Cenau1 Bureau la an Equal Opportunity Employer.
We need you,ao call our toll frN Job line.

CUnlted
states

.

. Western. Colorado Angus Association
24th
Annual
Sale

Earn Extra Money - Work for Census 2000
Census2000Is recruHlnglncllvlduals
to helptakethe CensusIn communltl•
acrou the country. This Job offers flexible hours, compeUUve pay, and work

• • ·• •

;i;!O

.

9t annual

• . . ·•• •.••

S11periotUYutock MuketiJJI Service.
SatelliteSile:Galaxy3, Olannel 18.

130 Performance-tested
Bulls

1O different breeds ready to work

Fo, ILW1her
lnlonnalloncontact
C. Kim Chapman
Shand Rasmusson
VSU ExlflnsiollAnlma/ SC#ntdl

USIA Ptwit»nt

(435)896-9262ext.27<4

(<435)283-424<4
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ACOUPLE
WITHa marriage
filledwithlovewishto

PLEASE NOTE

PAGE
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OVERYOURHEADin debt???Doyouneedmore
breathingroom???Debtconsolidation,
no qualifyinglll "Free consultation (800) 556--1548.
www.anewhorizon.org
Ucenced,bonded,nonprofit/national
co.

shareour homewitha newborn.Yourchildwould
be cherished
be lovingparents,family,andfnends.
Classifiedadvertisingdeadlinesare oneworking Medical/legal
expenses
paid.Call Paul& Jeanine
day priorto the day publicationis desiredat 10 1·888-767-2535
a.m. Costper submissionis 1Ocents per word
$1 minimum. Reduced rates for quanttty STATAT HOMEmom,engineerdad, & adopted
wishto adoptnewborn.
Wewillprovidea
insertionsare available.Commercialratesvary, daughter,
dependingon frequency. VISA, MasterCard warm,loving,fun filledhome& financialsecurity.
and Aggie Express are also accepted for Expensespaid.Pleasecall Doug& Linda1-800payment. Use 797-3359to place phone ads. 533--0068.

RECEIVING
PAYMENTS?
LUMPsumscashpaid
for seller-financed
notes& deedsof trust, real
estatecontracts,structured
111surance
set1lements,

*MORE
CARTOONS
TOllQ(LE
YOU
~IGTIME!!

lotterywinnings.
cascadeF1J1ding,
Inc.1-800-476--

Advertisersshouldcarefullyread the classified M&WPOLEBUILDINGS:
20'x30'x10',$3044.00;
ad form, TSC 319. The Utah Statesman 24'x36'x10',
$3920.00;
30'x48'x10',
$5560.00.
Stall
reservesthe rightto refuseany ad, display,or mats4'x6'x3/4',$33.00.Manyotherbuilcingsizes.
classified. TheUtahStatesmandisclaimsall Kit,built,engineenng,
financing.Freebrochure.
1liabilityfor any damagesufferedas a resuttof 888-336-8824.
any
advertisement
in
this
newspaper. The Statesmanhas authorityto STEEL BUILDINGSCLEARANCEsale. No
Seriousinquirersget bestpricein westl
edit and locateany classifiedadvertisementas Gimmk:ks!
Arch,straightwall,singleslope. 1-800-973-3366.
deemedappropriate.
www.premiersteel.org

9644

Reality
Checko.
WHAMoNo

HOMEOWNERS
WITHCREDITworriesmaynow
quicklyqualify for loans. Stonecastle's
a direct
lenderthatcantellyouoverthephone-arid
without
obligation!
Call1-800-700-1242
ext.374
LIVINGPAYDAY
TOpayday?
Cuttaxesto 50%+&
makemoneyhelpingotherdo the same.Call801941-5017(notlongdistancein Utah)or 801-455-

13TT
WEPAYCASHfor theremaining
payments
ontrust
deeds!MortgagertAnnuities!Lotteries!"Nobody
beats our pricing!" 800-490-0731,ext715
www.nationalcontractbuyers.com

·1 hi,

i, a (>r,·1n 1ypi,al sc,·nc. 11111we're any1l1ing hu1 your 1ypi,al
\\ 't· pnn.·idL· .111 L·1nirunnu:11t
that'~ auractivc
to everyone.
\X'hl·du·r yuu'u·
c,:nvi,ioning.
tlc,·cloping
and d,:plnying
Ut."l\\'t>rking
,ol11tio11\ in arc ..,.., d1.ll arc un1ouc.::l1L·J hr the competition
or ~imply
la.111ging u11t anJ n1jo)i11g lund1 with your co-worker~, wc ' \'c got the
<.011111.iny
.ind Llfl'l'f\
wirh clu· pcrfrct surrounding~.
4..0111p.111y.

DRIVERCOVENANTTRANSPORT
•coast to
coastruns•reamsstart 35c-37c"$1,000sign-on
bonusfor exp.co. drivers.Forexperienced
drivers
andowneroperators1-800-441-4394.
Forgraduate
students1-800-338-6428.
START
YOUROWNbusiness!
Setyourownschedule.Controlyourownincome.Senfromyourhome,
at work, through fundraisers.Be an Avon
Representative.
Call888-942-4053

Focus Group.

AIRFORCE.
GREATcareeropportunities
available
for high school grads,ages 17-27.Plus up to
$12,000enlistmentbonusn you qualify!For an
informationpacketcall 1-800-423-USAF
or visit
www.alrforce.com.
DRIVERS
... HIRINGDRIVERS
& teams!Askabout
sign-onbonus!CDL trainingavailable!Excellent
pay/benefits,assigned equipment,consistent
miles,job stability.SwiftTransportation
1-888-490-

8343
105 YEAROLD fraternalinsuranceorganiiation
seekingqualified representatives.
Up to 90%
advancecommissions,
laptopcomputer,professionaltrainingat nationalheadquarters,
advertising
allowance,
incentive
tripsfor quaUfiers,
majormedicalfor qualifiers,
retirement
planfor qualifier,
manage111e11t
opportunity.
For seriousinquiries:telephoneRyanHarrigleld,manager,at 1-STT-241-

Sec our prc~cntation on campus:

2660.

Thursday, February 24, 2000

SO ~Ila-I GotNG-OtJ,..
So N UC.~ TOl£~MIR
... IT #IU..U\tJ ..,AIT
TII. 'TbNll~N.,.

DRIVER-INEXPERIENCED?
LEARNto be an
OTA professional
froma top carrier.Greatpay,
executive-style
benefitsand conventional
equipment.CalllodaylU.S.Xpress888-936-3338

llnivcn,ity Inn, Room 507, 5-6:30PM

Novell >,www.novell..com/college

'°"'.

dumps,tractors,cab,chassis.Christensen
Truck
Sales.PleasantGrove,(801)-785-3451;
800-785_3451

J;;~di5'

•----------------------------------------...J

250 HEADCALVIEcows,all young.Solidmouth,
will sellanyamOllltyoupick.(435)462-2731

~ Great Wages

Need:29 peopleto lose5-100lbs!
All Natural,Guaranteed
DoctorRecommended!
. 1·888•367-9974
www.energizenow.com'

BULL/HEIFER
SALE:March4, 2000.Salestarts1
p.m. Producers,
SalinaU1ah.Qualityrangebulls,
replacement
Herters.
(435)384-2387.

APPLICATIONS
BEING
ACCEPTED
NOW!

ALLPARENTSPLEASE
read:Isyourfamilylifeas
happyas you onceimagined?Are your children
obedient,
polite,respectful,
andcheerful?Areyou
peacefulwith an your sanityintact?If so- greatl
Awesome?
Wow11
Otherwise,
I can helpyousave
your sanity. Take the self-test today.
www.site.yahoo.ccrn/saveyoursanity
WHYPAYRETAIL?
Singlesfrom$16,995,doubles
from$24,995,triplesfrom$44,995,tape& texture.
Superiorquality.Plus delivery& set-up.Quality
Wholesale
Homes.1-800-242--0060

...

Make up to $2000 in one week motivatedstudentgroupsneeded. Formarketingproject.Call
Heather1-800-357-9009
for details.

GELBVIEH BULLS/FEMALES Utah/Idaho
GelbviehAssoc.Bull& femalesale.March4th @
1:00P.M.SpanishForkLivestock
Auction.Forinfo
call4351257-7084.

DIRECT/TVAND PAIMESTAACus1omers,
get
S.L.C.Channelsnowf K✓azz & KBYUinclude.
FreeDish500upgrade.Receivelowerrates,more
channels.
Limitedtine offer.Call1-800-580-2120

Wall

Earn a Substantialincomehelping me run my
travel business!Call Jared 787-1727or Dan
792-3854

GUITARWANTED!
LOCALmusicianwillpayupto
$12,500for pre-1975Gibson,Fender,Martin,
Ak:kenba.ker,
and Gretschguitars.Fenderamplifiersalso.Calltollfreel1-(800)995-1217.

~Reasonable Housing
~Performance Bonus
~Swimming Pool & Exercise Room
~150 College Student Positions open
~Make friends with other students
from all over the world!

WOLFFTANNING
BEDS.Tanat home!Buydirect
andsave!CommerdaV
Homeunitsfrom$199.00.
Low monthlypayments.Freecolorcatalog
. Call
today1-800-842-1310
V

(INSTRUCTORS
& QUALIFIEDSPOTTERS),
HORSEBACK
RIDING/ENGLISH
HUNTSEAT,
LACROSSE,
DIGITALPHOTOGRAPHY,
VIDEOGRAPHER,
PIANOACCOMPANIST,
PIONEERIN~CAMP
CRAFT,ROPES
(CHALLENGE
COURSE,25 STATIONS),
SAILINGSOCCER,SOFTBALL,
TENNIS,
THEATRE,THEATRETECHNICIANS
(SET
DESIGN,COSTUMER),
TRACK& FIELD,
VOLLEYBALL,
WATERSKIING
(SLALOM,
TRICK,BAREFOOT,
JUMPING)W.S.IJSWIM
INSTRUCTORS,
WINDSURFING.
ANDALSO
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR
NURSES,HTMIJWEBDESIGNAND
SECRETARIFS

http://www.usu.edu/career

The 10th annual Career Fair is
coming!
Career Fair 2000
Wednesday, March 1, 2000
Taggart Student Center

Make a better impression ...
Sign up as a Student Host at
Career Services.

$6000per monthprocessinggovt.mortgagerefundsfrom home No experiencenecessary1888-649-3435
ext. 104

BearRiverMentalHealthServices,Inc.,EOE,a
comprehensive
mentalhealth providedlocated
1nLogan,UT, is seekinga ServiceCoordinator.
Positionrequires:Maste(sdegreein oneof the
behavioralsciences,licensedor licenseeligible
in the state of Utah. Dutiesinclude:Screening
clients for new admissions,triage, crisis intervention,staff and communityliaison skills,and
coordinatingservicedelivery. Salary$26,622•
$36,746.19based on licenseplus experience.
Excellentbenef~s. Submitvita, transcripts,I~
cense if applicable,and cover letter to Beth
Smith,P.O. Box 683, Logan,UT 84323-0683.
PleasementionJob#OF'6(L).

Service
VITA:

Zion PonderosaResortis now hiring all pos~
lions for summeremployment:housekeeping,
kitchen,frontdesk,groundsand recrea1ion
pos~
lions available.Pay $185 per week +room,
boardand tips, and end of sl.1'11mer
bonus. Call
todayfor an application1-800-293-5444.

Help filling out forms
Tues 3:30-5:30 pm
6:30-8:30 pm
Thurs 3:30-5:30 pm
Sat 1:00-4:00 pm

Wan1ed
10 peoplewho need to lose weightand make
moneyto test marketa newweightlossproduct.
1-888-200-1335
for details

Library Tax Assistant:
Preparing to meet with VITA

Motherhelperneeded,May 1 throughSept. 1,
Salt LakeCityarea,5 children,8:30 am to 5:30
pm MondaythroughSaturday. Needyour own
transportation.Salarynegotiable. References
necessary. Contact Karen 801-916-1836for
moreinformation.

SUMMER
JOBS
FEMALE
ANDMALECOUNSELORS
NEEDED
FORTOP
CHILDRENS
CAMPIN MAINE
TOPSALARY,ROOM/BOARDitAUNDRY,
CLOTHING& TRAVELALLOWANCE
PROVIDED.MUSTLOVECHILDRENAND
HAVESKILLIN ONEOR MOREOF THE
FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:ARCHERY,
ARTS
& CRAFTS(CERAMICS,
STAINEDGLASS,
JEWELRY),BASKETBALL,
CANOEING,
KAYAKING,DANCE(TAP,POINTE,& JAZZ),
FIELDHOCKEY,GOLF.GYMNASTICS

JEFF PARKER CAR & TRUCK
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• WeWill
Train
You

• www.simn.com
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Homeowners with money worries
may qualify for low-interest loans
LOANS: Direct lender loosens its require•
meats ror homeowners who need money
now.
Have you been turned down for a loan?
Do you need more than $10,000 for a11yreason? Are you paying more than I 0% interest on any other loans or credit cards?
If you are a homeowner and answered
'yes' to any of these questions, they can tell
you over the phone and without obligation if
you 9ualify .
High credit card debt? Less -than-perfect

credit? Self--employed? Late house payments?
Financial probtems?Medical bills?IRS liens?
It doesn't marter!
If you an, a homeowner with sufficient equity, there's an excellent chance you will
qualify for a Joan-1ASually within 24 hour,.
You can find out over the phone-and free
of chargo--if you qualify. Stone Casile Home
Loans is licensed by the U!ah Depanment of
Commerce. Open 7 days.

Call 1-800-700-1242, ext. 344
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APPLICATION
INTERV.IEW
CALL OR WRITE:
KEVIN
HELWIG

&

Box 329
ARKANSAS,
TX 78373
(512) 7 49 ...3026
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JEFF PARKER CAR & TRUCK
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NATIONAL

NEAR
MT. MCKINLEY
SEASONAL
JOBS
MAY-SEPT
•• 25 GIFT SHOP 8c FOOD
CASHIERS
•• 10 COOKS
- FRY, LINE,
PREP
•• 5 MANAGMENT,
MAINTENANCE,
HOUSEKEEPING

lt

Leather, sunroof. CD, Integrated phone

LODGE

•• 50

r•1'AW111a'
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LI.
LI.

SCHOOL *

800.727.5865

800.72.SKUNK

~

Ar A SMALL

:D
,::

TWOWEEKS
IN CLASS
THENYOUAREONTHEROAD! a:
II.I

TRUCHlnG
DRIUER

SUMMER

m

1cliS

START EARNING AFTER TWO WEEKS!!!

ALASKA

,. JEFF PARKER CAR &

II.I

Career Se-rvices, ground level,
University Inn. 797-7777

Mon 1:30-5:30 pm
Tues 9am-12 pm
4:30-5:30 pm
Thurs 9 am-12 pm
Sat 12:30-4:30 pm

SUMMER JOBS

LI.
LI.

Get started NOW at

SUMMEROPPORTUNITY·
Perteetsummerjob
• beautifulsetting on large, clear Ma,ne lake,
caringand energeticpeers,teachingyour skill,
andyou savemoney. Canyouteachanyof the

First Floor Merrill Library

$1500weeklypotentialmailingourcirculars.
For infocall 203-9TT-1720

CAREER NE\VS

CAMPVEGAFORGIRLS!COMESEEUSI
www.c3fll)vega.com
CALL1-800-838-VEGA
Wewill be on yourcampusFebruary28, 2000
TaggertStudentCenter,Room335
INTERVIEWS
ANDINFORMATION
FROM10 AM-4PM
NOAPPOINTMENT
NECESSARY.

Free Tax

Wantedmotivatedprofessionalwho would like
to earn extra income,up front bonusesand
residualpay.CallShea787-9400.

HELP WANTED

• NoExperience
Necessary

BENJAMIN@CC.USU.EDU

~ i~ R°"'1

IDAHOMTNPROPERTY
17ac/pond$44,900private lake. Unbelievablebuy -$20,000under
ippraisedvalue! Enjoy one of Idaho'spremier
·ecreational
areasjust shortdriveto Boise.Private
rout -stockedlake. 1OO0's
of acrespubliclands.
Jndergroundutilities,soils approved,surveyed.
3ellerpaysclosingcostslExcellentf111ancing.
Call
Jwnernow208-422-9720,
ext85718:30-8:30

• Earn$30,000
perYear

I

~ +o-hlrn
~ 'fOtJf'
c.onsc.

UTAH'SLARGEST
SELECTION
Over1001,2and
3-ton used medium-duty
trucks.Flatbeds,vans,

Nun-II \·.ilth..·, anJ \11pJlnr1,
\\ml-.ltnH dl\n ,i1>. l-l>liAA

Summer

Stroke
ofMid-Knight
BeN M1NsoN

,. JEFF PARKER CAR &

ONLINE'. AF' P'LICA TK> N:
HTTP://WWW.DE.NALIPARK.COM
EMAIL:
KE'.VIN <:'.j•DANALIP' ARK.COM

The UtahStatesman• Wednesday,February23, 2000
following• tennis,archery,nature,vKleo,radio,
photography,
theater,riflery,swrnmr,g(WSIor
Roommateswanted! 2 female single rooms
Lffeguard), waterskiing, sailing, basketball,
GREATBARGAIN!$395summer,$1995next1 availableat Oakridge.Utilitiesincluded.Rentis
baseball? Age 20+. 1606WashingtonPlaza,
schoolyear. Privatebedroom• mgr.at Forest cheap!CallJanna713-6313.
Reston VA 20190; E-mail address:
GateWest,460North400East#40,752-1642.
philCWHVOaol.com.
Web site www.campwin-

nebagocom

CARS & TRUCKS
98 FordEscort31K AC, CC, PS, PW,AM/FM
Cass.Excellentcond.$8500firm755-6984evenings.

Shareroomwithone male,in a homeLrg.lam~
Housemate
Wanted:Share2 bdrmhome. Hot ty room, shared .k~chen.TV, Great Deal!
tub/Digscreentv.NS,NP.$275/month
+ 1/2util- $135/mo.includeut1I.NSNPQuiet area.
ities.Tim753-1987
753-0753

l,laleroommateneededfor privateroomat Oak- Storageunits6X12,and12X24fencedw~ocked
ridge. CheapRent!Includesutilities.CallJanna gate,goodrates.J&KStorage753-0653
713-6313.

FOR RENT
1 bedroomapartmentfor 1 person.$360/mo.
Util.pd. Nodepositrequired.NSNP753-6572

2 bedroomapt. utilitiesincluded.3 blocksfrom

StudioApartmentfor 1 or 2, S400includeuti~
Marriedstudents1-bedroomtum. Available ties,restrictions
apply.535East400North,
nowand summer/fall;
alsosinglehousing next 750-5056.
to campusNS,ND,NP
752-2466.

USUNS,ND,NP,$500Call787-9n2.
OldFarmPrivateFemaleContractfor Spring.
Applicationsbeingacceptedfor summer/school Fourotherroommates.
Good location• across
year2000. Closeto campus,privatebdrm.mgr. fromshuttleptck-up.Bargainprice• $800.Call
at Brooklane,
645East900North#1,752-4824. (208)524-2471- askfor Cindyor Cheryl.

Whyrent when you can own YorkshireV,llage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
garage,first time buyers programavailable.
Modelhomeat 1800North300 West,Logan,or
call755-6699.www.yorkshirevillage.com

JEWELRY

SPONSORED
BY
TH£UTAHSTATESMAN
&
'

-· .-,, .,

TRAVEL

15th Annual

Bridal Faire®atusu
Saturday FEB 26
10am to 5pm
USU Student Center

....·.

formation,cometo CareerServices,University
Inn, groundlevel. 797.7777. SEE YOU AT
10624,Tralnernntervener/Companlon,
$7/hr
THEFAIRI
AUDIORESTORATION
& CD RECORDINGS
I0427, SalesTeam,$7.00/hr
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUND
I0482, Custodian,$6.75/hr
HaveAll YourCassenes/8
tracks/I.P's
& DArs
I0475, Enumerators./Crew
Leaders, $9.sonv
DigitallyTransferredto CompactDiscs. We CareerFair.ComWhatis that? Cometo theCaI0271, MarketResearch,5.501hr
Offerthe BESTSOUNDQUALITYAvailablein
reerFairon the 2ndfloorof the TaggartStudent #0368,Day CareManager,Negotiable
UtahWithSonicSolutionsNo Noise& CD Pre- Centerfrom9-3on Wednesday,
March1st.
#0362,Production,$5.15/hr
Mastenng.
#0363,Production,$5.15/hr
PROFESSIONAL
STUDIO
#0718,Production,$5.15/hr
EQUIPMENT
Career Serviceshas a variety of resources #0385,Cook,Negotiable
Cassette/LP
to CD=$25
availablefor students. StartworkingNOWfor #0381,DebateJudge,$30/day
DigitalAudioTapeto CD=$30
yourfirst careerposition.See us in the Univer•
#0186,PreschoolTeacher,$5.15/hr
45-78rpmLP's/Btrack/Reel
to Reel
sity Inn,groundlevel.
#0226,CertifiedNursingAssistant,$7.15/hr
to CD=$35
All duplicatecopies$1Oeach.
#0690,SandwhichMaker,$5.15/hr
ForMoreInformation
CallDave@ 770-2345
or
#0628, Customer Service Representative,
FOR
ACCELERATED
LEARNING,
Emailwebmaster@spectradesign.com
(Serving
$7/hr
More
focus,
concentration,
&
productivity
CacheValleySince1976
#1095,Foster/ProctorCare,$500/month
INCREASE
YOURBRAINPOWER
#0644,SoccerReferee,Neg.
www.rad1osonic.net
#0683,Calf Feeder,SBl'hr
or
call
1-888-852-1447
Cache Valley Starters and Alternators,
#0063,Warehouseworker,561hr
mention
#1000
Logan'sonly remanufacturer
of startersand
#0681,softwareDeveloper,SBOE
fOfa 10%studentdiscount
alternators.We have our own tow lrt.ek. Call
#0682,Housekeeper,
753-1776
or stopin at 303NorthMain,Logan
#0678,Entry-Levelcomputer Programmer,
BOE
Leonardo!
Wehearyournew"Beach"movieis a
#0679,Office Receptionist,$6.50-7/hr
bomb. Cornemeetw~hover 180employersat
the CareerFairon the 2nd floorof the Taggart #0380,Part-timeCook,$7.50/hr
StudentCenterfrom9-3 on Wednesday,
March 106n,SalesRepresentative,Neg.
#0676,ShootingSports Director,$2,000/TL
1st.
Certffied JC Millenniumcut diamonds.88
#0675, Boy Scouts Aquatic Director,
facets.CallJoel NelsoncollectIn SLC801-278$2,000m.
5230 jnelson@br.state.ut.us
#0198,Delivery,$5.25/hr
Wantnextsummer'sjob to relateto yourmajor
#0673,Manutacturer'sSalesRep,
and help you to get a betterjob aftergraduation??? Startyour internshipapplicationproc- #0672, Embroidrey Machine Operator,
essNOW!!Cometo theCareerServicesOffice $6.00/hr
EARLYBIRDDISCOUNT
locatedonthegroundlevelof the University
Inn. #0671,SafetyTainer,6.951hr
Europe$448(r/t+ taxes)
#0562,In-homeRespiteAide, BOE
TRAVELANYTIMEIN200011
#0670,Dishwasher,5.251hr
Hawaii$) 29 (olw)
#1059,Cashier/Cafe
Worker,$5.15/hr
MexicCYCaribbean
$189 (r/t+ taxes)
#0669,Cook,6.SOhlr
Call:800-834-9192
#0664,LaundryWorker,Negotiable
www.aimnch.org
#0668,RetailGravelSalesOfficeManager,
#0663,ComputerPricer,Negotiable
#0667,Cashier,NEG>
For
details
about
off-campus
jobs,
see
the
Blue Water Scuba of Logan, Logan'sofficial
#0662,KitchenWorker,Negotiable
Job
board
at
TSC
1
06
or
vis
It
air station.We can take care of all yourscuba
#0666,Flow-ThroughSalesFloor,NEG
needs.Sales,rentals,and instructions.
Classes www.usu.edu/-studemp.
#0665,AsIs Mentor,NEG.
are yearround,you can be certifiedin just two
#0659,Technician,
weekends! Group rates available.For more
#0660,PITAccountant,BOE
info.call752-1793.
#0601,SalesRepresentative,
#0658,InternetSalesAssociate,$6/hr
#0654,Java/HTMLProgramer,NEG
#0653,SalesRep,NEG
CareerFair2000is comingWednesday,
March
#0655,CounterInstaller,
1st. Visitwithrepresentatives
fromover180or#0657,HouseCleaning,$6/hr
ganizations
on the 2ndfloorof lhe TaggartStu#0652,InternetConsuttant,Comission
~t Centerfrom9 a.m.to 3 p.m. Formorein#0992, PartTimeCashier(swingshift),
#0647,EquipmentOperalor,BOE
#0646,TruckDriver,BOE
#0649,PITStoreClerk,6.50-7.00
For All Your Insurance Needs,

SERVICES

STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT

PERSONALS

Register to Win
Many Prizes/I
FashionShows
11:00&3:00Leven'sBridalLoft
12:00&2:00Lynette'sBridal

Free Admission
Free Parking

Over 100 Businesses
With Over 45 Displays

1:00&4:00 AvonleaBoutique

Including Student Health
IA~mnce

258-5572

FreeWedding Gulde

12:30 &3:30 Petals& Promises

Fo,,-info.call753-e730

JOB OrfrJUNGS

INSTRUCTION

$ Save Money $
on
Car Insurance
&
Health Insurance

752-4560

Cache Val1ey
Insurance

USU: Student Employment- ON-CAMPUS
JOBS

For details about oiKampus jobs, - the
job board at TSC 106 or visit •
www.usu.edu/-studemp.
,C397·98,SingleStudentHousingResident
Assistant,
IC490-98,OlshroomWorker,$5.15/hr
#C235-00,LaboratoryAide,$5.15
tel 35-91,IntramuralOfflcial, $6 to $8 per
game
te225-00,LabTechnician,
#C265-97, Substilute Activity Leader,
$5.50/hr
#C719-95,Undergrad Teaching Fellow- •
MusicTechnology,$5.15/hr
#C0S0-94,UndergraduateTeachingFellow,
$5.15/hr
tC274·91, Applied Music Instructor,
Negotiable
tC593-90, Plano Youth Conservatory
Teacher,Negotiable
tel26-00, MHR2990Assistant,$5.15/hr
#C124-92,Speech Instructional Assistant,
$5.25/hr
#C208-96,
Tutor,$5.25/hr
IC532-98,TechnicalAssistant,$5.50/hr
#C335-97,BlologlcalTechnician,$5.15/hr
IC263-95,Model(Art Classes),$8.00/hr
#P017-93,Photographer,BOE
tP018-93,Writer,BOE
IC352-00,MachineShopAssistant,$5.1Mir
/BOE
,C350-00,ResearchAssistant,$5.62/hr
#C349-00,Writer,$7/hr
#C347-00,WebMaster,S6/hr
#C345-00,
Clerical,
#C343-00,
Tutor,9.001hr
#C400-99,
van Driver/JobCoach,$5.50/hr
#C341-00,
Library Researcher,
$10/hr
#C034-00,
Technician,$5.50/hr
#C471-99,Fermentation& BloprocesaLab
Assistant,$6.S0-7n,r
#C339-00,
ResearchTechnician,7.001hr
#C103-92,
ShuttleBus Driver,$5.75/hr
#C334-00,
MSAccessOBA/VBProgrammer/
R-rch assistant,
IC326-00, IrrigationTechnician,$7/hr
#C316-00,
Programmer,11.50/hr
IC314-00,BISlntem, $6.00/hr
#C313-00,
AccountingIntern,$6.00/hr
#C317-00,
ResearchTechnician,$6-10.00/hr
#C564-98,
DataTechnician,$7.50/hr
#C180-92,
GennanTA,$5.15/hr
#C290-00,ProgramSpecialist,5.7Mlr
#C113-00,
Lab Assistant,$5.15
#0650,Tutor,8.00/hr
#0645,Technician,BOE
#0014,Housework,
#0643,CampCounselor,
#0651,Distributor,
#0558,Floor Person,$6-8/'hr
#1109,PersonalAttendant,$5.2Mlr
#0486,PharmanexRepresentative,
commission
#0561,Laborers,GeneralOperators,

NEEDEXTRA
MONffl
EARN$18AOO
PARTTIME!
Say
With
instant

HeLLO.

Express

FReE e-mail,
messaging,

CollegeClub.com.Got

Catch

an opiNion.

online
personal

photo

up with

albums,

friends.

message

Boards,

weB - CaMs a nd mor e at

SOmEThing

to say?

Pick

LOG on!

-

a figHt.

~

CollegeClub.com'"

it's all U.

TM

Sure you could use the extra
money-who couldn't? The
Army Reservecan help you
earn more than $18,000
during a standard.enlistment,
part time, plus some great
benefits, with opponunitics to
qualifyfur even more money
to continue your education.
You'll also be getting valuable
hands -on skill training that
will laseyou a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lots of
opportunities. A place to
make new friends. Give the
Anny Reserve your serious
consideration.

Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

Logan
No porcupines, living, dead or otherwise, were harmed in the creation of this advertisement.

(435)753-3943
BEALL10U CANBE.-

ARMYRESERVE
02000 CollegeClub.com

.
#
Getting th~~ost
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froffi the \2000 US'9 Career Fair.

fFairis anopportunity
toimpress
N

.

When one usually thinks

~ fairs, popcorn, balloons, and
~

Ferris wheels may come to
mind. And, of course, who
~ can forget the endless crowds
] of humanity to contend with.
You have to admit though
~ that such an event is an interesting experience, if not a little annoying.
What's to gripe about? It's
usually just once a year anyway.
On Wednesday, March 1st,
frqm 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Sunburst/International
Lounge and Ballroom of the
Taggart Student Center, an

~

i

annual fair will take place a
career fair. Instead of booths
lined up to entice you to give
up all the quarters you have
for a chance at winning some
gaudy-looking, stuffed
banana, there will be rows of
nicely-dressed employers
looking for well, you.
Representatives from over
180 national and regional
organizations plan to attend
Career Fair 2000. The event is
sponsored by Career Servic@.
According to Donna Crow,
associate director of Career
Services,
Representatives from vari-

ous organizations attend the
career fair to promote their
particular organization, to
provide career information,
and to identify potential
employees.
"This is an opportunity to
really impress employers,"
said Donna Crow, associate
director of Career Services.
"The career fair allows students to make contacts and
gather information to assist
them in their career search."
She said it is important for
students to start their career
search now, even if they are
not graduating soon. Student

~~
0

ottun;t·
..............

can ask representatives about
internship opportunities, she
said, as well as post-graduate
employment.
Crow said attending the
career fair is a good way of
consolidating time to make
contacts with organizations
located far away. To make the
career fair the most beneficial,
Crow suggested students
identify the organizations
they want to speak with, do a
little research on them, and
prepare some questions to ask
the representatives.
She also said students
should bring several copies of
carefully-written, well-edited
resumes to have on hand. In
addition, Crow said a good

✓~.,.

•

We're hiring at
Mervyn'sCalifornia.
We'll be on campus
recruiting for these positions.
Visit our booth at the Fair.

Team
Leaders-In-Training
Information sessions
Tuesday, March 28
Interviews
Wednesday, March 29

Operations
Assistants
Information sessions
Monday, April 3
Interviews
Tuesday, April 4
See your career center for times & locations.

For more career opportunities visit us at www.mervyns.com

way to prepare to meet representatives is to prepare a brief
introduction about yourself.
Show the representative(s)
you know something about
the organization and relate
your background to the organization's employee needs.
Crow said students may
come to Career Services and
pick up a "How To Make A
Career Work For You" handout in preparation for the fair.
However, she said the career
fair will be beneficial for anybody who attends.
"Just browsing around can
be useful. Some students just
browse around to see what's
out there," she said. "It can
give those students some
ideas as to where to start."
In past fairs, Crow said
some representatives have,
along with career-related
information, passed out free
trinkets such as pens, key
chains - even popcorn to visitors and passer-bys.

, 0 bdire,...
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CAMPUS CODE: UTAH1
Job.Direct.com is a Webbased employee-recruiting
and job-match service
whose interactive features
helps connect entry-level
job seekers with employers
specifically seeking recent
college graduates, grad
students, and college-level
interns. Through nationwide marketing programs,
JobDirect has devefoped
the largest searchable
database of college-level
resumes in the country.
With a database of more
than 500,000 active
candidates from more than
2,400 colleges and universities, JobDirect.com works
with companies ranP-ing
from Fortune 1,000 s to
start-ups across a broad
band of industries.
JobDirect.com provides
companies the ability to
proactively identify and
contact qualified candidates instead of waiting for
candidates to find them.

Howtoprepare
forFair
Why Do Students Go To Career
Fairs?
•A 15 minute video is available in the
Career Services Center
• to establish job contacts
• to explore career opportunities
• to obtain employer information
Why do Employers Go To Career
Fairs?
• to increase awareness about their
organization
• to provide career information to students
• to identify potential employees
• to possibly fill immediate job openings
A successful Career Fair experience
depends on how well you prepare,
communication, and follow-up.

Employers at Career Fairs have
made the following observations:
"Research which employers you
would like to see. Have knowledge of
the organization so you can tell the
employer why you want to work for
them; it will help them to identify
positions that you might be qualified
for."
"Don't wander around aimlessly. It
is useless and a waste of time."
Start by clarifying your goals.
Know why you are going to the Career
Fair and what you want to get out of
it. It helps to prepare a list of questions to ask emp . _ rs you want to
talk with.
A carefully written one page
resume is essential. Sample resumes

are available in the Career Services &
Cooperative Education Center.
Prepare a one-minute commercial.
You should: 1) introduce yourself; 2)
demonstrate that you know something
about the organization; 3) express
why you are interested in the organization; 4) briefly relate your background to what you know about the
organization's employee needs.
Prepare sample answers to questions employers might ask.
• Dress and look the role
• Be professional
• Present a clean and well laid-out
resume
• Demonstrate confidence
• Answer questions quickly
• Be open and honest
• Maintain eye contact
• Demonstrate effective verbal skills
• Give a firm handshake
• Show some real enthusiasm and
interest

• Ask questions that demonstrate
knowledge about your chosen field
• Avoid distracting mannerisms
• Speak clearly and concisely
•Things Students should remember at
Career Fairs:
• Resumes should be easy to access
• Don't bring up salary and benefits
in an introductory meeting
•Follow-up
• Ask for the person's business card.
• Ask how you should best follow-up
with the employer.
• Ask for the name of a contact person and their telephone number.
Make sure you have the name spelled
correctly.
• Ask how soon you will hear from
the employer or when it would be
convenient to call or write.
•You should take the initiative for
effective, timely, and _appropriate follow-up.

Many have used networking to their advantage
Networking is communication for information. It
involves talking to anyone
who might be in a position to
provide you with insights,
advice, or referrals about
your field or your career
search.
Some Thoughts on
Networking
* It's estimated four of
every five jobs are never
advertised.
* Seventy percent of all
jobs are filled by people the
employer, or his/her colleagues, know.
* Most employers go
through friends and then
coworkers to fill positions
before they will advertise.
* It's important to understand that people can be your
biggest allies in seeking a job.
* Networking is aboveboard, legal, ethical, and
respectable in every way.
* To start networking, talk
to everyone.
* People help people
because they genuinely want
to.
* You pick your networking team. It should include
Career Services staff, professors, family, friends, classmates, and professic;mals
working in your field.
* People in your profession will know best what
opportunities are available.
* An excellent source for
finding people to network

with is the Student Alumni
Career Network binder located in the resource area of the
Career Center. The
Informational Interview is an
integral part of networking.
How to use an
Informational Interview to
your advantage
* Seek an audience with a
professional in your field for
the purpose of gathering
information about your profession.
* You can either talk by
phone or meet in person.
* Make an explicit
appointment for 15-20 minutes; be on time, and leave
on time.
* The first rule is never
ask for an interview or a job.
Arrive prepared with the
questions you want
answered.
* You will seldom be
turned down if you practice
your approach and can find a
good time to talk. People like
to give advice. It makes them
feel important, knowledgeable, and helpful.
* Go directly to those who
have the authority to hire,
such as a manager or director.
* Personnel employees
generally advertise vacancies,
screen applications, administer tests, deal with employee
benefits, etc., but they seldom hire. However, talking
to people in Personnel can be

of some value also.
* While in an informational interview, ask for ideas,
opinions, and advice.
* When you get a chance,
tell them of your background
and goals in your profession.
* You might ask their
advice On Your resume
before you finish.
* Be at youx Qest, and try
to make a favorable impression.
,
* By the time you leave try

to have some information,
advice, and at least two referrals with whom you can talk.
* If the person you are
talking to knows of a job ancl.
you have made a favorable
impression, he/she will tell
you about it without your
needing to ask.
* Send a thank-you note
right away.
* Keep we organized
records of this informational
interviewing/ networking

process. As soon as, the interview is over, jot down notes.
You will want to remember
what was said.
Examples of Informational
Interviewing Questions
* How did you go about
finding your job?
* What strategies would
you recommend for getting a
job in your field or with your
company?

~ See Page 5

~!;!!;:t~~o~e:~:P~dt~;}~:c~s,
Established
Listed
NYSE'
Inc.

1972,

Business Opportunity
Unlimited Income Potential
By becoming an insurance associate with Pre-Paid Legal, Inc.,
you will provide others with affordable legal services and
yourself with large up-front bonuses and residual income.
No insurance license is required in Utah.
Full-time and part-time positions available.

The Terrace ParkingLot will be
closed Wednesday, March 1st
until9:30 a.m. to accomodate
employerscomingto the
Career Fair
See You At The Fair
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Yours
arewelcome
atMicron.
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Thesatisfactionof workingat MicronTechnology,
Inc.goesbeyondthe expected
. It comesfromtechnological
breakthroughs
andthe interactionwith talentedprofessionals
. Everyteammembercontributionaffectsthe endresult.

CAREER FAIR
.
Wednesday,March1, 9:00a.m.- 3:00p.m.
TaggartStudentCenter,Sunburst/International
LoungeandBallroom

INFORMATION

SESSION

Thursday,March2, 6:00p.m.• EccelesConferenceCenter,Room303-305
Pizzaandsodasprovided!
Please contact Career Services for additional information.

Yourareasof opportunity:
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING PRODUCTION
OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT
PHYSICS
Ourareasof expertise:
MEMORYUPGRADES
GRAPHICS
ACCELERATORS
DRAM,SRAM& FLASHMEMORY
Micron offers highly competitive compensationand excellent benefits,including medical/dental/visioncoverage,
profit sharing, stock purchase, and 401(k).Promotinghealth through physicalfitness, Micron has an 8,000square foot
fitness center located at our Boise site, as well as a healthcarefacility available on-site.

COMPUTER
SCIENCE
__,,
COMPUTER
ENGINEERING

8000S. FederalWay,P. 0. Box6, MS707-APU,
Boise,Idaho83707-0006
Fax:(208)368-4641,
Attn:APU;Jobline:(800)932-4991;
E-mail:hrwebmaster@micron.com
Visit MicronontheWeb at www.micron.com

1'4IC:Rg~·
Building The Future Daily™
EOE/AA

Whatis Co-op about?
What is the Co-op Internship Program?
Cooperative education is an extremely practical and satisfying way to earn your college education. Co-op allows you
to combine career-related work experience with academic
course work to enrich your total education experience. The
program allows you to document and accumulate relevant
work experience, while earning academic credit and pay
Why Become Involved in Co-op Internships?
Through cooperative education you can gain practical work
experience , in your major, with top employers in business,
industry, and government . By participating you will enhance
your chances in the job market after you graduate, and set up
contacts for the future. With cooperative education you are
not just settling for any job to help finance your education;
you are working toward a career goal as well.
Facts about Co-op Internships?
• Nationally , 70 percent of co-op students receive job
offers from their co-op employers for after graduation.
• The average starting salary at graduation is nine percent higher for co-op students.
•Co-op students receive salary raises more often than other
college students.

Do You Speak English?
Share.it with a child abroadl

~Networking
From Page 3

* Will my education prepare me for a job in your field? If
not, where am I deficient?
* What do you do in a typical workday? To whom should
I send a resume and may I send a resume and may I use
your name as a contact?
* What is the availability of housing and the cost of living
in this area?
* What are your personal likes and dislikes about this
area?
* What skills are necessary to perform well in your position?
* Do you know of anyone else I could speak to about this
type of position or who might have an interest in my background?
Be sure to send a thank-you note after your discussion.
Not only do you want to let the professional know that you
appreciate the time spent with you, but you may also want
to use him/her as a valuable contact further along in your
career search. Reiterate your wish to be remembered and
referred.
Remember, you are not interviewing for a position with
this organization. You are seeking information about a job or
career in a given field .
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~ International

Language Programs

Paid opportunities for students with
4-year degrees. In China and Taiwan.

WhileOthersMay
OfferYouAJob,
WeCanOffer
YouACareer.
At.American 8xprcssFinancial Adv_isors,
~e.help our financial
advisorssucceedby providingongomg_trammg,management
opportunities,and a strongcompensat1~n
and benefits
package.If you're looking for a chal'lengm~c~reerthat offers
independenceand the opportunity for unlimited growth,
contact us for consideration.

Financial
Advisors
4)
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Come to our
information booth
th
today (Friday 18 )
at the Taggart
Student Center,
or e-mail to
info@ilp.org

Expandyour searchwithCAR
Want to expand your career or internship search? If so, you
might want to check out Career Access Resume (CAR).
Created by Academic Software, the program is offered
through Career Services. CAR offers USU students and alumni seeking post-graduate employment and/or internship
opportunities access to recruiters working through Career
Services.
By using the Internet's World Wide Web, the student or
alumni will be able to easily forward his/her resume to the
Career Services Center electronically. The program enables
the Center's staff to quickly process the individual 's resume
and send it to employers as a fax or as a hard-copy document.
With CAR, the student or alumni will receive the following
services:
•Participation in on-campus recruiting.
• Access to Resume Referral. At the request of potential
employers, resumes are forwarded that match their needs.
For more information on CAR, contact Career Services at
797-7777 or visit the home page at www.usu.edu/career.

.,,

American Express Financial Advisors Inc.
Career Information Meeting
Co-Sponsored by the USU Finance Club
Wednesday, March 1st , 5:00 - 7:00 pm
Utah State University
Eccles Business Building, Room #211
Or, Contact Patti Finch at (801) 568-2225

l!l!l6ArncricanExpress financial Corporallon 'ITV: 1-800-766-2979 EOEWF/D

Who
willbethere
attheFair?
21Enet.Com
7-Eleven Sales Corp. Inc.
AFLAC
ARUP Laboratories
Accountemps
Aerospace Corporation (The)
Albertson's
Albertsons/Osco Drug/Sav-on
Drugs
Alside Inc.
Alternate Youth Adventures (prev
Aspen Youth)
American Express Financial
Advisors
American Income Life
American National Insurance
Associated Western Universities
Inc.
AutoSimulations, Inc.
Autoliv ASP/ Module Facility
Babbages Etc.
Ball Aerospace & Technologies
Corp.
Bank of Utah
Battelle Dugway Operations
Bear River Mental Health Services
Bear River Mental Health,
Childrens Services
Bearcom Wireless Worldwide
Beneficial Life/Equity Services Inc.
Bently Nevada Corporation
Boeing
Boeing Company
Bourns Networks
Brigham Young University Law
School
Brooks Automation Auto Soft
Division
CDI Corporation
CH2M Hill
CSS/AAFT
Cabletron Systems
Cactus Pete's Resort Hotel & Casino
Checker Auto
Circle Four Farms
Citrix
Cleadield Job Corps Center
Cleveland Chiropractic College
Coldwell Banker Premier Realty
Columbia Ultimate
Compeq International
Convergys''Corp.
Dames &
Moore/Radian/URS,Greiner,
Woodward
Discover Financial Services
Easter Seals Society of Utah
Echo Star
Eckerd~Youth Alternatives
Edward Jones
Employment Guide
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Express World Brand
Farmers Insurance
Farmers Insurance Group
Fastenal Company
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Fidelity Investments
First Security Corporation
Flying J Inc.
Fonix Corporation
Forsgren Associates, Inc.
GE Capital Financial
Gilbert Western Corporation
Gooey Industries

Guardian Life
Insurance/McPartland Agency
Guardian/Udy
H.F.C. Household Finance Corp.
Hand tech.com
Hansen, Allen & Luce, Inc.
Hastings Entertainment
Hastings Entertainment, Inc.
Heritage Safe Co
Hewlett Packard Company

IBM

ICON Health & Fitness
Idaho State Police
Idaho State Police
lndependant Rep of Trek Alliance
Inetz.Media Group
Intercon Inc.
Intermountain Farmers Association
Intermountain Financial
Group/Mass Mutual
lntermountain Health Care, Inc.
Internal Revenue Service Criminal
Invest. Div
International Language Programs
Iomega Corporation
JobDirect.Com
Joshua D. Smith and Associates,
Inc.
KSTU/FOX 13 Television
Kelly Services
Koch Industries Inc.
L-3 Communications
Leslee Scott, Inc.
Lifetime Products
Living Scriptures
Locklieed Martin Astronautics
MCMS
MONY Group
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Masters Financial Group
Matrix Funding Corporation
Maxim Group
Melaleuca, Inc.
Mervyn's California
Micron PC.Com
Micron Technology, Inc.
Mid-State ·consultants, Inc.
Moore Business Communication
Serv.
Mountain America Credit Union
National Credit Union Admin.
New York Life
North Sky
Northwestern Mutual Life/Baird
Securities
Norwest Financial
Novell, Inc.
Office Team
Onsite, Inc.
Owners-Resorts & Exchange
Payless Shoe Source
Pre-Paid Legal
Primary Children's Medical Center
Purina Mills, Inc.
Questar Corporation
Ram Manufacturing Company
Raytheon Systems Company
Rincon Research Corporation
Robert Half International
SOS Staffing Services
Saddleman, Inc.
Saffire Corporation
Salt Lake City County Sheriffs
Office
Salt Lake City Police Department

Sear-Brown Group (The)
Shared Medical Systems
Sherwin Williams
SkyWest Airlines
Solid Design & Analysis Inc.
Southwest Airlines Co.
State Fann Insurance
State of Idaho-Di vi of
Environmental Quality
Sterling Financial Group, Inc.
Super Target
Sverdrup Civil, Inc.
TRW

Teksystems
Thiokol Propulsion
Truman Benefits
Twentieth Century Mortgage
U.S. Air Force Officer Selection
D.S. Air Force Reserve Officer
Training Corp.
U.S. Air Force Reserve/419 Fighter
Wing
U.S. Air Force/Hill AFB Civilian
(OALC)
U.S. Army Health Care Recruiting
U.S. Army Recruiting Command
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
U.S. Coast Guard/U.S. Dept. of
Transportation
U.S. Customs
U.S. Dept. ofr:nergy,
Inspector/General
U.S. Drug Enforcement Admin.
U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration
U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation
U,S. Federal Highway
Administration
U.S. General Services
Administration
U.S. Marine Corps Officer
Selection
U.S. Naval Career Management Site
U.S. Naval Reserve
U.S. Navy
-U.S. Peace Corps
U.S. Secret Service
U.S. West Communications
USDA Agricultural Research
Service
USDA Forest Service
USDA National AG. Statistics Serv.
USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service
Ultradent Products, Inc.
University of Utah College of Law
University of Utah Hospital &
Clinics
Utah Army National Guard
Utah. Dept. of Community & Econ.
Dev
Utah Dept. of Workforce Services
Utah Div. of Youth Corrections
Utah Highway Patrol
Utah Police Corps
Utah Sheriffs Association
Utah State Tax Commission,
Auditing Division
Waddell & Reed Inc.
Wal-Mart Distribution Center
Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
Wescor, Inc.
Xactware Information Services
Yellowstone Bear World
Zions Bank
As of Thursday, Feb. 17

Cover Letters:
Get Your
Resume Read
Who Needs a Cover Letter?
Anyone who sends a resume! A
resume should always be sent with an
accompanying cover letter. The cover letter serves as a "calling card" for your
resume and can often mean the difference
between a quick glance or a careful reading of your resume. Cover letters are
essentially sales letters, and all good sales
letters are written with the reader's specific needs in mind. This implies that you
should always customize each letter as
much as possible to the specific needs of
the employer you're writing to.
Tempted to use a generic cover letter to
accompany your resume? Consider this:
The volume of resumes and cover letters
employers receive annually allows them
to be choosy about what they read. A
well-written cover letter:
•tailors your qualifications to the specific
opportunity available;
•illustrates the time you've invested in
researching the company; and
•reflects your personality, your-attention
to detail, your communication skills, your
enthusiasm, and your professionalism.
What Makes a Good Cover Letter?
There are generally three types of cover
letter solicited, unsolicited, and referral
letters.
•Solicited cover letters are written in
response to the adve~_tised job opening.
• Unsolicited cover letters are written
based on the writer's interest in employment with a specific organization or in a
certain industry.
•Referral letters are written based on contacts generated through networking
efforts.
Regardless of the type of cover letter
written, keep in mind the following suggestions:
• Address the cover letter to a specific
person, if possible. A quick telephone
call to the company can be helpful in
determining the name and correct
spelling of the recipient. If you can't
obtain this information, address the letter
to "Dear Hiring Manager" or "Dear Human
Resource Manager." Another good suggestion is to simply use a subject line in
place of the salutation. It is usually best
to avoid salutations like "Dear Sir",
"Dear Madam", or "To Whom It May
Concern."
• Keep it brief. Limit the letter to one
page. Remember, the purpose of a cover
letter is to highlight select information
from your resume that makes you unique1y qualified for the position, not to repeat
the entire resume. Cover letters should
contain no more than 3-4 paragraphs.
• Match yourself to the opportunity.
Effective cover letters are accomplishment-oriented and focus on specific skills
or abilities. Rather than claiming to be
"competent" and "qualified," illustrate
specifically how you are "competent" and

~See Page 7

The resume:Your ticket To An interview
What is a resume?
A resume is a sales
brochure about you. It
describes your abilities, your
experience (paid and/or
unpaid), and your education,
all of which should support
your job objective.
What should a good
resume accomplish?
A good resume should get
you an interview. It will not
get you the job!
What are the essential
parts of a resume?
Name
Address
Telephone number (more
than one if possible)
E-Mail address
Educational background
Work experience
Computer experience
Career-related projects and
course work (academic or
other) This is not essential if
you have good, relevant
work experience
Foreign languages
Professional and student
organizations
Licenses and accreditation
Honors/ Awards/ Achievements
What should not be
included in a resume?
Personal data such as
height, weight, age, marital
status, or your photograph.
Employers want to avoid any
possible hint of discrimination
Titles (i.e. "Resume," "Fact
Sheet," "Curriculum")
Reasons for leaving a job
References - make a separate sheet and have it ready
Salary - if a salary record
is requested, discuss it in the
cover letter
Early childhood and
upbringing
Weaknesses, demands,
and exaggerations (keep it
honest)
Long paragraphs - use
short statements or bulleted
items
Hobbies - unless they
relate to professional interests or show traits an
employer wants
Is it true that many companies are using scanners to
read resumes?
Yes, most large companies
and many small to medium
companies use, or have
access to, scanners to read
resumes into a computerized
database. When a job opening occurs, someone from
human resources programs
the computer to search its
database for a string of keywords that fit the job criteria
and produces a list of potential job candidates. Job
hunters now need to update

their resumes to make them
computer-friendly; they must
anticipate what the computer
will be looking for. The most
important ideas to remember
are to include many keywords or buzzwords for your
industry and to make the
resume easy and clean to
read for the scanner. These
keywords are usually nouns
not verbs. Here are some
tips:
Use keywords or buzzwords that are specific to
your targeted industry. A
good way to figure out what
these words might be is to
make a list of the job requirements from 10-20 job listings
or newspaper ads. Every
time you see a word you
already have on the list put a
check by it. You will soon
figure out the main qualifications employers are looking
for and also how to describe
yourself in terms that are
probably programmed to be
read by the scanner.
Use white or light-colored
8' x 11 paper, printed on one
side only.
Provide a laser original
and use standard fonts of
between 10 and 14 points.
Avoid vertical and horizontal lines, italics, underlines, and bold (although
newer scanners can pick up
some of these characteristics.)
Do not staple or fold your
resume.
Place your name at the top
on the page, on its own line,
and use a standard address
format below that.
Do not use parentheses or
brackets around telephone
area codes, use hyphens.
Do not use columns for
listing skills, classes taken,
etc.
What is a Job Objective
and should it be included in
a resume?
The job objective is a
statement of what you want
to do and the level at which
you want to do it. Seventyeight percent of college
recruiters surveyed in 1991
said they definitely wanted a
job objective to appear on
resumes. A very helpful
aspect of having an objective
is that it can help you determine what to include on
your resume. Will a certain
item help achieve your
objective? Include it. If
something is not going to
help you get the job don't
put it on your resume. Even
if you don't provide an
objective, make sure your
resume focuses on the kind
of work you can do and want

to do.
If you are going to have an
objective, make sure it is
clear and specific. It is better
not to have an objective than
to have one such as "I want to
obtain a challenging position
which will allow me to use
and contribute my education
and job experience." Are
there any college graduates
that don't want a job like
this? A good objective might
include the type of industry
you are interested in, the
level of responsibility, and
your area of interest (i.e., An
entry-level marketing position in the hospitality industry.) By using a word processor, it is easy to prepare different resumes, with different
objectives, for different jobs.
What is a chronological
resume vs. an functional
resume?
A chronological resume is
a listing of positions you
have held, by dates held,
beginning with your most
recent position and working
backwards. The experience
section in a chronological
resume will include the title
of the position held, name of
the organization and location
(omit street addresses), dates
of your employment (generally, month and year), and a
description of your job
responsibilities and achievements.
A functional resume lists
the data that sHpports your
job objective by major tasks

performed or skills used.
Administering, organizing,
promoting, and supervising
are examples on which to
build a functional resume.
People with extensive
work histories may find a
functional resume more
appropriate to their needs
because similar tasks have
been performed in a variety
of jobs. College graduates,
who usually have limited
experience, tend to find that
a chronological resume works
best. You may also use a combination of the functional and
the chronological resume.
How should I best describe
my past work experience?
Think in terms of accomplishments on your previous
jobs; don't merely describe
tasks performed. If you are
having a difficult time identifying your accomplishments,
use the following method to
trigger your thinking process:
If you were to ask your last
boss for a raise, what examples of your work would you
give to convince him or her
that you deserve extra consideration? These accomplishments are what will sell you
on your resume.
Is one resume good for all
jobs?
Generally no. A resume
should be slanted to the job 1
you are seeking or to the
company to which you are
submitting your resume. This
means that you should do
some research on the company so that you know what
kind of positions are available.
What else do I need to

GLOBAL LEADER IN CUSTOM MANUt-ACI

know about resumes?
Resumes often get less
~
than one minute of an
It
employer's time make that
[
time count for you.
~
Be clear, concise, accurate, ·
and have your resume very
readable.
The length should be one
~
page, or two if you have a lot
of relevant experience to convey.
Use good quality paper. A
white, off-white or buff-colored paper is desirable.
...,
Check for typos, spelling
errors, and grammar usage.
(Of surveyed college
recruiters, 95 percent thought
that poor grammar or more
than one spelling error would
definitely lessen interest in a
candidate.)
If mailing a resume,
include a well-written cover
letter. Remember the cover
letter will act as an example
of your communication skills.
Write it yourself. No one
knows you as well as you do.
Important Tips About
References:
Do not list your references
on your resume. Place them
on a separate page.
Talk to people you want to
list as a reference and ask if
they will give you a good recommendation. Provide them
with a resume and background on the experience or
the situation you shared so
they can speak intelligently
about you.
Use no more than four references. Place them in alphabetical order.
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UKING

MCMS is a global, full-service contract
electronics manufacturer that specializes in
electronic manufactuing services from
product design to order fulfillment. We
believe in dedicated, empowered teams
that fous on a customer's current and
Look for us at the Career Fair, Sunburst Lounge.

i ~Cover
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"qualified" by giving supporting evi-

:3 dence or examples. Use the cover
letter to highlight your qualifica-

~ tions in relation to the specific job

. or company. Illustrate your interest.

f Show you know something about
= the organization and/or industry.

.fi This is where you research and net-; working will pay off. Also, use terminology and phrases meaningful
to the employer.
•Write in your own style. This
means writing in a concise, conversational tone and avoiding overused
statement like, "Enclosed please find
my resume for your review." Use
the active voice to make your letter
more emphatic. Strong, action-oriented words clearly describe your
accomplishments.
• Put yourself in the position of
the recipient. As you write your
cover letter, try to downplay "I" and
"me" and emphasize the reader
through using the word "you" as
often as possible. Focus on the
recipient by making your accomplishments and skills the subject of

your sentences and emphasizing
what these can contribute to the
reader's organization.
• Pay attention to detail.
Employers want employees who
write well, and your writing skills
are displayed in your cover letter.
Professional letter writing assumes
no grammar, spelling, or typographical errors. Ask someone to proofread your letter for content, clarity,
and correctness.
• First impressions count. The
average employer can receive more
than 20,000 letters annually from
eager job applicants. As superficial
as it sounds, letters are often disregarded based on their looks. Yours
should appear professional by:
-typing your cover letter using a
simple serif font (like Times
Roman);
-mailing your cover letter and
resume in a matching envelope or a
9" by 12" envelope (this way, you
won't need to fold your cover letter
or resume);
-printing your cover letter on
the same quality paper as your
resume. White or muted colored
paper is fine it's the quality of the
paper that counts;
-signing your letter (blue or

black ink is recommended); and
-using white space to balance
your letter.
Don't Forget to Follow-Up
Successful job applicants followup their cover letters and resumes
within 3-5 days of its delivery to a
potential employer. Mentioning in
your cover letter that you will be
telephoning at a later date is not an
empty formality. You MUST call if
you say you will; otherwise, you
show a lack of follow-through and
enthusiasm.
Experts advise making 3-7
attempts to reach the employer.
Obtaining the e-mail account of the
individual is another way to initiate
this contact. If you still can't reach
the person to whom you have written, send a follow-up letter requesting information on the status of your
application and expressing your
continued interest.
Even if you aren't invited to an
interview, you can still gain valuable information to assist in your job
search. By adding the employer to
your networking contact list, you
may be alerted to opportunities at
other companies or may gain valuable tips on improving your cover
letter and resume.

~Resumes
From Page 5
Use at least one (two is better) employment-related references. When using faculty, make sure he/she is someone you know
and not just a teacher of a favorite class.
Use the same color and quality of paper
for the reference sheet as you do for your
resume.
Put your name at the top of the list in
case it gets separated from your resume.
Note: When you do use a reference that
is not clearly related to jobs and education
listed on you resume, identify that person.
It is best not to use familiar or religious
names (i.e. uncle, bishop); instead use an
association such as long-time acquaintance
or family friend.

Materialin the sectionprovided by
the USU Officeof CareerServices
and CooperativeEducation.

MAKE AN IMPACT WITH
MAXIM GROUP!
Since 1987, Maxim Group has distinguished itself as a leader in the IT services field. For each of ~he
past 5 years, Maxim Group has achieved 100% growth. To help facilitate this growth, we are actively
seeking Recruiters,with careerpathsleadingto Sales& SalesManagement.
As a Recruiter, you will locate candidates by accessing databases and the Web, networking,
working with team members to meet goals and share information, and building and
maintaining relationships with consultants and clients.
With locations throughout the U.S., including offices in Murray, UT,
your opportunities are limitless.
We offer:

• Competitive
compensation
andbenefits
• Rewarding
careerpathopportunities
• Investment
inyouthrough
training
andsupport
At Maxim Group, we place a premium
on building a diverse team, generating a
positive work environment and promoting
your personal and professional growth.

Make an impactwith Maxim Group!

Stopby our boothat the CareerFair
on 3/1 to meetour representatives.

Forward your resume to:

MaximGroup
Attn:AndreaWilliams
163Technology
Drive,Suite 110
Irvine,CA92618
Fax:949-790-4902
E-mail:anwillia@maximgroup.com
EOE
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maximgroup
Visit us at: www.maximgroup.com

